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This dissertation describes an experimental exploration of pattern formation

in a convecting fluid subjected to spatially-periodic forcing. The flow is driven

thermally in a high-precision compressed gas apparatus and visualized using shad-

owgraphy. The forcing is introduced by microfabricating a regular pattern of poly-

mer ridges on the lower boundary of the convection cell. We frustrate the system

by choosing a forcing wavelength which lies outside of the balloon of periodicities

for which unforced flow patterns are stable. This arrangement, even for polymer

ridge heights much less than the thickness of the fluid layer, has dramatic and

unexpected consequences for the system’s pattern-forming dynamics.

Available theoretical work on spatially periodic forcing of thermal convection

is applicable only close to onset. We rederive an important qualitative prediction

that, due to the forcing, there should be convection present for all applied temper-

ature differences. Quantitative comparisons with experimental data confirm that

this theory correctly describes the physics of the spatially forced patterns near the

threshold defined by the onset of convection in the unforced system.

Near the critical point, the pattern is phase-locked to the forcing and sta-

tionary. At larger applied temperature differences, we find a wealth of complex

dynamical phenomena. In particular, where the pattern starts to break free of the



forcing, we observe a completely new and unexpected phenomenon: the pattern

uses mobile, highly localized structures to reassert its preferred periodicities. In

this regime, the dynamics blend spatiotemporal chaos with the self-organization

of robust, localized crystalline structures. We use a variety of techniques inspired

by condensed matter physics, nonlinear systems, and pattern formation to char-

acterize this remarkable twist on the classic theme of order within chaos. Then,

reinterpreting these “crystalline chaotic” dynamics as an intermediate phase medi-

ating the emergence of spiral defect chaos in the spatially forced environment, we

give a more complete tour of the phase space, placing special emphasis on localized

structure formation, on the secondary instability of the phase-locked pattern, and

on resonance structures in the chaotic patterns.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nature uses only the longest threads to weave her patterns, so each

small piece of her fabric reveals the organization of the entire tapestry.

— Richard Feynman, The Character of Physical Law [47]

We live in a dynamic world, driven out of equilibrium. The atmosphere, the

oceans, and the biosphere are in a constant state of activity. Earth’s rotation

and its revolution around the sun drive cycles of light, temperature, and climate

variation. Solar energy is converted to chemical energy by the cellular engines of

the plant kingdom. Animals feed on this energy and on each other, nourishing

the complex web of processes that sustains life. Below ground is another sort of

activity, less visible until it erupts in the violence of an earthquake or volcano. In

thermodynamic equilibrium, all of this would come to a halt.

One of the most striking phenomena occurring out of equilibrium is the emer-

gence of macroscopic, self-organizing processes that form spatial patterns. These

patterns provide a striking contrast to the bland featurelessness of thermodynamic

equilibrium. In many systems, patterns arise out of competing dynamical pro-

cesses. Consider, for example, a pool of fluid heated from below. Since fluids
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expand with increasing temperature, the applied thermal gradient sets up an un-

stable density stratification with the densest, heaviest fluid layers on top. Now

imagine that, due to a random fluctuation, a particular droplet of fluid acquires

some extra heat. This hot droplet will expand, becoming more buoyant than the

surrounding fluid, and will want to rise. Rising, it encounters progressively colder

and denser layers of fluid, amplifying the tendency to rise. Meanwhile, thermal

and viscous diffusion attempt to leak away the excess heat and momentum which

drive this buoyancy effect — persistent flow may develop, but only if buoyancy

overwhelms dissipation. From this alone, we see that the onset of motion in a

fluid heated from below is a critical phenomenon involving the destabilization of a

uniform, quiescent state. Instabilities of this kind participate in pattern formation

in a wide variety of systems [33].

Now we come to the heart of the matter. The fate of any droplet is intertwined

with that of all the fluid in its vicinity: if warm fluid is rising somewhere, then

elsewhere cooler fluid must be moving down to take its place. This mass conser-

vation principle naturally sets up a spatial alternation between warmer and cooler

currents. But how does this circulating flow arrange itself? In many cases, it is

easy to guess. The warm updraft driven by a stovetop, for example, forms directly

above the heat source; in this case, the intrinsic symmetry of the fluid is already

broken by the heating. If, however, the heat input is uniform across the bottom

layer of fluid, then the fluid itself must spontaneously break symmetry in order

to circulate. In a series of careful experiments, performed over one hundred years

ago [12, 13], Henri Bénard found that these convection currents self-organize to

form a hexagonal lattice (Fig. 1.1), with warmer fluid is rising in the centers of the

hexagons and cooler fluid is sinking along their edges.
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Figure 1.1: Hexagonal convection pattern in a shallow fluid system with a free

surface, open to the surrounding air; warmer fluid is rising in the centers of the

hexagons and cooler fluid is sinking along their edges [12,13].
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Similar marvels are found elsewhere. Windblown water waves on the surface

of a lake or ocean, for example, are so familiar that we seldom stop to wonder

about their origin. How is it that a uniform current of air blowing across a flat,

quiescent surface of water can generate a wave pattern? What organizing principles

determine the size, spacing, and regularity of these waves? Once alerted to this

mystery, we cannot help noticing that it arises in one form or another nearly

everywhere we look — sand dunes, clouds, snowflakes, leaves, leopards, zebras,

mollusk shells, butterfly wings, tree branches, cracks in drying mud — all of these

display cooperative behavior in which bland uniformity is possible but organized

patterns are observed instead. The real wonder, however, is that many of these

patterns resemble one another: simple repeating motifs, such as spots, stripes,

and branches, are found throughout nature’s gallery. These repeating themes are

the fingerprints of general principles underlying pattern formation [10, 33]. In the

sections that follow, we tease out some of these principles and use them to frame

the central question of this dissertation — Can we interact with and control the

dynamical processes which guide pattern formation?

1.1 Broken Symmetry

It is only slightly overstating the case to say that physics is the study

of symmetry.

— Philip. W. Anderson, More Is Different [7]

Different phases of matter often have different symmetry properties and, as

a result, equilibrium phase transitions are often accompanied by a loss or gain

in symmetry [24, 107]. Macroscopic pattern formation offers a nonequilibrium

counterpart to these phenomena, blown up to everyday length scales. In this
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section, we use a well-known theory of broken symmetry from statistical physics

to motivate an important class of pattern formation models. These models, in

turn, provide qualitative insight into spontaneous symmetry breaking.

Our starting point is the Landau theory of continuous phase transitions. Con-

sider, as an example, a mean-field Ising model with magnetization M in an applied

magnetic field h. Standard mean-field theory makes use of detailed statistical cal-

culations, employing an ensemble of spins and their Hamiltonian [89]. Landau’s

approach [71, 89], on the other hand, simply assumes that the free energy can be

written as an expansion in powers of M :

F (M,T ) = a0(T ) +
1

2
a2(T )M2 +

1

4
a4(T )M4 + · · · − hM. (1.1)

This expression is the most general expansion retaining the fundamental reflection

symmetry,

M → −M, h→ −h, (1.2)

of a magnetic system; there can be no odd powers of M , apart from the coupling

to the field h. The temperature dependence of the coefficients aj(T ) determines

the qualitative behavior of the system. Now let a2(T ) be linear in T , so that it

changes sign as T passes through a critical temperature Tc,

a2(T ) = α(T − Tc), (1.3)

and let the higher powers of M have constant coefficients. Then, in the absence of

an applied field (h = 0), the free energy behaves as shown in Fig. 1.2. For T > Tc,

there is one minimum at M = 0. At T = Tc, this equilbrium becomes unstable as

two new minima,

M ∼ ±
√
Tc − T , (1.4)
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bifurcate off symmetrically; this pitchfork bifrcation is represented schematically

in Fig. 1.3. Thus, as T drops below the critical point, the system automatically

selects one of two states of spontaneously broken symmetry. The phenomenon is

a simple consequence of the reflection symmetry of the free energy.

Landau theory provides a simple but powerful description of mean-field phase

transitions. Ginzburg and Landau later generalized the description to allow for

spatial variation in the magnetization [71,89,107],

M =

∫
d3x m(x). (1.5)

In this extended approach, we write the free energy as an expansion in powers of

the magnetization density m(x):

F (m,T ) =

∫
d3x

[
a0(T ) +

1

2
a2(T )m2 + · · · − hm+

1

2
b|∇m|2

]
; (1.6)

all of the terms are familiar, except for a new one which represents the energy

cost of spatial variation in the order parameter. The equilibrium state is found by

taking the functional derivative of the free energy (1.6) with respect to m(x). This

leads to a nonlinear partial differential equation,

δF

δm
= a2m+ a4m

3 + · · · − h− b∇2m = 0, (1.7)

now known as a Ginzburg-Landau equation (for a real order parameter). There is

nothing particular to magnetism in this approach. The most famous application

of Ginzburg-Landau theory is a phenomenological description of the transition to

superconductivity and, in particular, the formation of superconducting vortices and

regular lattices of vortices in a certain class of materials [1,71]. A similar approach

can be used to describe macroscopic patterns of spots and stripes forming out of

equilibrium. This surprising parallel highlights a sense in which nonequilibrium

pattern formation recalls the physics of equilibrium phase transitions.
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This connection transforms pattern formation from a macroscopic marvel to a

concrete problem with which physicists have had decades of hands-on experience.

Ginzburg-Landau equations and their cousins, the Swift-Hohenberg equation

τ
∂

∂t
ψ = εψ − gψ3 − ξ4(∇2 + q2)2ψ (1.8)

and its variants, help us understand how symmetry is broken in a pattern-forming

system. The essential point is that many features of these models are completely

determined by generic considerations and, by varying the nonlinear terms present

and the structure of their coefficients, a wide variety of qualitative behaviors may

be explored [33,70,79].

1.2 Instabilities and the Selection of Length Scales

One of the most striking aspects of physics is the simplicity of its laws.

Maxwell’s equations, Schrödinger’s equation, and Hamiltonian mechan-

ics can each be expressed in a few lines. The ideas that form the

foundation of our worldview are also very simple indeed: The world is

lawful, and the same basic laws hold everywhere. Everything is simple,

neat, and expressible in terms of everyday mathematics, either partial

differential or ordinary differential equations. Everything is simple and

neat — except, of course, the world.

— Nigel Goldenfeld and Leo P. Kadanoff,

Simple Lessons from Complexity [50]

One of the deep questions surrounding pattern formation out of equilibrium

concerns the emergence of macroscopic, self-organizing phenomena from underlying

physical laws. Pattern formation in fluid systems, where the governing equations

are simply continuum expressions of the laws of conservation of mass, momentum,

and energy [11,111], offers wonderful opportunities to explore this question. In our
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earlier discussion of convective flow, we emphasized a connection between spatial

patterning and fluid instability. In this section, we develop this connection and

show how it leads to a highly developed description of the selection of pattern

length scales. We then examine one of the selection mechanisms more closely and

take up the fascinating question of chaotic patterns.

The foundational theory in this arena is Lord Rayleigh’s 1916 analysis of

the onset of thermal convection [92]. Lord Rayleigh replaced the free surface in

Bénard’s experiment with a cool top plate and made a few simplifying assumptions

about the fluid parameters, valid if the applied temperature gradient is sufficiently

weak [33, 111]. This idealized arrangement — a horizontal sheet of fluid with flat

boundaries, heated from below and cooled from above — is now known as the

Rayleigh-Bénard system. This system is characterized by two nondimensional pa-

rameters: the Rayleigh number Ra, which compares the effects of buoyancy and

dissipation, and the Prandtl number Pr, which compares the effects of viscous and

thermal diffusion. Ra is proportional to the applied temperature difference and

provides the primary control parameter. Rayleigh-Bénard convection is, histori-

cally, the most thoroughly investigated pattern-forming system [19, 33, 70]. As we

shall see later, however, it continues to surprise us.

The basic pattern of the system, for sufficiently small Ra, is a spatially uniform

state described by a thermal diffusion equation. Lord Rayleigh’s approach was to

linearize the governing equations and, for simplified (free slip) boundary condi-

tions [70], consider spatially-periodic perturbations to this rest state. This linear

stability analysis uncovered a phase boundary Ra = Ra0(k), defining the value of

Ra above which small perturbations of wavenumber k grow exponentially. The

global minimum of this neutral stability curve, Rac = Ra0(kc), defines a univer-
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sal critical value of the Rayleigh number, Rac, and a critical value of the pattern

wavenumber at onset, kc. Later, this calculation was repeated for realistic, no-slip

boundary conditions [83]. These calculations are reviewed in [25] and [70].

This linear stability approach shows that pattern length scales are quantita-

tively intertwined with the primary instability of the Rayleigh-Bénard system, but

cannot determine the steady-state solutions to the governing equations. In par-

ticular, due to the in-plane isotropy of the system, the straight convection rolls

considered by Rayleigh could have any orientation in the fluid layer; this opens up

the possibility of arbitrary superpositions, forming squares, hexagons, or superlat-

tices [33, 70]. The nonlinear analysis of Malkus and Veronis, however, concluded

that a pattern of straight, parallel rolls (stripes) is the preferred state in the ideal

Rayleigh-Bénard system [69]. Schlüter, Lortz, and Busse, repeating this analysis

for no-slip boundary conditions, came to the same conclusions [101].

By 1978, Busse and coworkers had carried out extensive theoretical and exper-

imental studies of the nonlinear stability of straight rolls (see [33] and references

therein). These studies identified a zoo of secondary instabilities, which together

form the boundaries of a balloon-shaped region in parameter space containing sta-

ble roll structures. This “Busse balloon,” shown in Figs. 1.4 and 1.5, quantitatively

defines the preferred periodicities of convection patterns, along with a distinctive

set of qualitative, cooperative mechanisms the system will use to maintain these

periodicities. For a guided tour of the balloon, see Refs. [21] or [70].

It should be emphasized that, although the theoretical analyses summarized

above considered ideal patterns of straight, parallel convection rolls, the results

are relevant for real patterns, even chaotic patterns, observed in the laboratory.

To illustrate this, we examine more closely the low Pr instability which defines the
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Control
Parameter
(Ra/Rac)

  Wavenumber (k)

  Prandtl
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Figure 1.4: The Busse balloon.

Figure 1.5: Cuts through the Busse balloon at (a) Pr = 0.71 and (b) Pr = 7.0.

The following instabilities are labeled: Z zig-zag, E Eckhaus, SV skewed-varicose,

K knot, O oscillatory, CR cross-roll and the dotted line N denotes the neutral

stability curve [33].
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Figure 1.6: Snapshot of experimental images showing the evolution of the skewed-

varicose instability [88]: nucleation and separation of defects provides a mechanism

for removing roll pairs from a pattern that is squeezed too tight.

large wavenumber boundary of the balloon (refer to Fig. 1.5a), the skewed-varicose

instability, which proceeds as follows. When a roll pattern is squeezed too tight, a

localized orientational distortion forms and one or more pairs of rolls “pinch off”

as shown in Fig. 1.6. These pinch-off events create pairs of dislocations, which

then separate, removing rolls from the pattern and, thereby, decreasing the local

wavenumber. Note that this mechanism is local ; this feature is significant for its

participation in the complex processes described below.

Real patterns tend to have curved rolls and defects [33, 70]. One reason for

this is geometrical frustration arising from a preference for roll axes to align per-

pendicular to the lateral boundaries of the system. Another reason is dynamical

frustration arising from mean flow driven by roll curvature. This flow advects the

rolls and is not necessarily compatible with the topology of the chosen pattern.

The result: non-stationary patterns. In the 1970’s, high-precision experiments
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measured chaotic fluctuations in the heat transport just above onset [2,3], exactly

where theory predicts stable, steady patterns. The solution to this riddle, observed

by Pocheau, Croquette, and Le Gal [90], is a chaotic sequence consisting of the

following steps: the pattern locally becomes skewed-varicose unstable, adjusts it-

self through defect nucleation as described above, and then is pushed back outside

the skewed-varicose boundary again by geometrical and dynamical frustrations.

This sequences illustrates how secondary instabilities, derived from ideal rolls, can

participate nontrivially in the dynamics of real patterns.

Since theory predicts that straight rolls are the only attractor in the Busse

balloon, the pattern formation community was stunned by the 1993 discovery of a

competing attractor: a spatiotemporally chaotic state consisting of a high density

of dislocations, disclinations, and spirals [77]. One of the original snapshots of

this state, known as spiral defect chaos, is shown in Fig. 1.7. This pattern is, in

fact, the generic pattern in the balloon; only a small subset of initial conditions

evolve into the ideal straight roll state [19]. We can see by eye, however, that the

pattern retains its preferred length scales. With this in mind, Egolf and cowork-

ers verified experimentally that the local wavenumber distribution of spiral defect

chaos is indeed centered inside the balloon, except for a small tail extending above

the skewed-varicose boundary [44]. By comparing shadowgraph images with lo-

cal wavenumber fields, they also located the skewed-varicose unstable regions of

the pattern and showed that roll pinch-off proceeds in these regions as expected.

Indeed, these skewed-varicose events, and not the spirals for which the state is

named, are the dominant source of chaotic dynamics [45]. Spiral defect chaos il-

lustrates very dramatically the power of the Busse balloon as a description of the

preferred periodicities of Rayleigh-Bénard convection patterns.
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Figure 1.7: Spiral defect chaos in a large-aspect-ratio convection cell [77].
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1.3 Periodic Forcing: An Overview of the Major Themes

of this Dissertation

When a system can spontaneously break symmetry, the question naturally arises:

what effect would an externally broken symmetry have? Returning to our discus-

sion of Landau theory, applied to a mean-field Ising system, we recall that the

free energy (1.1) was constructed with a fundamental reflection symmetry (1.2) in

mind. With a fixed external field h, the two states M and −M are not equivalent;

the applied field breaks the reflection symmetry. Note that when we plotted the

free energy in Fig. 1.2 and derived the pitchfork bifurcation described in (1.4) and

in Fig. 1.3, we restricted our attention to the h = 0 special case. With h > 0, on

the other hand, the picture is quite different: M = 0 is never a local minimum

and the global minimum is always found at positive M . This imperfect pitchfork

bifurcation is shown in Fig. 1.8. In a Ginzburg-Landau approach, there are also

spatial symmetries that may be broken externally, e.g. by applying a spatially

periodic perturbation. Recalling the connection between Ginzburg-Landau theory

and pattern formation, we arrive at the central question of this dissertation, that

of interacting with and controlling the formation of patterns. More precisely, we

ask, how does spatially periodic forcing affect pattern formation? To illustrate the

depth and breadth of this question, we may reformulate it a number of different

ways, drawing on the themes laid out in this Introduction:

1. Broken symmetry: Spatial patterns are formed by cooperative processes that

spontaneously break underlying translational and rotational symmetries of

an extended system. How do these processes change when symmetries are

broken externally?
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Figure 1.8: Applied field breaks the reflection symmetry of a magnetic system:

pitchfork bifurcation describing equilibrium magnetization for h = 0 (red curve);

imperfect pitchfork bifurcation in presence of applied field, h > 0 (blue curve).

2. Wavelength competition: Spatial patterns have intrinsic, self-selected length

scales and recurring spatial motifs. Can we adjust or control these features

by introducing new length scales or motifs through external forcing?

3. Instabilities: Nonlinear instabilities play significant roles in pattern-forming

dynamics. What effect does periodic forcing have on these instabilities?

4. Control of chaos: The emergence of spatiotemporally chaotic patterns is a

poorly understood phenomenon, relevant for many different pattern-forming

systems. Can we interact with or control complex dynamical states using

periodic forcing?
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In the chapters that follow, we address all of these questions using theoretical

and experimental work on spatially periodic modulation of the classic Rayleigh-

Bénard system. Periodic forcing of pattern-forming systems is a long-standing

problem, intertwined with the development of the field for over four decades. Sur-

prisingly, no general review of this colorful subfield has been put forward. In

Chapter 2, therefore, we offer a preliminary review, using a thematic organization

which emphasizes the cohesion and evolution of various subproblems. Work that is

essential for later chapters is reviewed in more detail. We emphasize that remark-

ably little work has been done on spatially periodic forcing of Rayleigh-Bénard

convection, especially considering the wealth of information otherwise available

for this system. In Chapter 3, we describe our experimental apparatus and our

implementation of spatially periodic forcing.

Available theoretical work on spatially periodic forcing of thermal convection

is applicable only close to onset. In Chapter 4, we carry out a detailed pertur-

bation analysis, based on a classic paper by Kelly and Pal [58]. We rederive an

important qualitative prediction that, due to the forcing, there should be convec-

tion present for all Ra, as well as a Ginzburg-Landau-type equation describing

the convective amplitudes for Ra close to the neutral curve Ra0(k). In particular,

we derive a bifurcation scenario similar to that depicted in Fig. 1.8; externally

broken translational symmetry in a stripe pattern is, in this sense, analogous to

externally broken reflection symmetry in an Ising system. Most importantly, we

offer the first experimental demonstration that Kelly and Pal’s approach contains

the correct physics. Then, at the end of the chapter, we consider a previously

unexplored paradox concerning predictions in the available theoretical literature

on spatial forcing for k near multiples of kc.
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The patterns considered in Chapter 4 are phase-locked to the forcing. In Chap-

ter 5, we investigate a remarkable self-organization phenomenon observed as the

pattern begins to break free of the modulation: the system uses coherent struc-

tures to assemble localized crystalline domains with robust orientational order.

This phenomenon offers a striking example of crystalline order emerging from spa-

tiotemporal chaos. To highlight this juxtaposition of order and chaos, we name

this new state “crystalline chaos”. An analysis taking advantage of the coherent

structures present allows us to unlock a deeper understanding of the structure and

dynamics of this complex state.

In Chapter 6, we provide a more complete tour of the phase space, moving from

the phase locked stripes considered in Chapter 4, through the crystalline chaos

considered in Chapter 5, to the reassertion of spiral defect chaos at higher Ra.

Noting that the forcing obstructs the skewed-varicose instability, as discussed in

Chapter 5, we investigate a secondary instability of the phase-locked pattern. The

results highlight a resonance phenomenon, which, in turn, provides a counterpoint

to one of the key results in Chapter 5. We conclude the chapter with a zoology of

localized structures, expanding on the coherent structures discussion of Chapter

5. To the author’s knowledge, these results and those of Chapter 5 represent

the first ever experimental investigation of a broken spatial symmetry imposed on

spatiotemporal chaos.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we review our main results and, since we have barely

scratched the surface in places, discuss a number of opportunities for continued

work in this arena. We anticipate that Rayleigh-Bénard convection holds a few

more surprises still.



Chapter 2

Periodic Forcing of

Pattern-Forming Systems

2.1 From Hydrodynamic Stability to Hexagons

The study of periodic forcing of macroscopic patterns began as a natural extension

of the study of hydrodynamic stability. The story begins in 1923, with G. I. Tay-

lor’s ground-breaking paper on shear flow confined between concentric, rotating

cylinders [109]: Taylor found a centrifugal instability in this flow, now known as

Taylor-Couette flow [33, 111], which generates an array of toroidal vortices as the

rotation rates of the cylinder cross a well-defined threshold. His paper is a land-

mark in the history of fluid mechanics, offering the first example where a detailed

stability calculation quantitatively reproduces experimental measurements. Forty

years later, Donnelly, Reif, and Suhl used this system to conduct the first investi-

gations of how periodic forcing affects an instability [41,42]. They found that, with

the outer cylinder fixed, modulation of the inner cylinder rotation rate stabilizes

the shear flow, shifting the onset of Taylor vortices to higher rotation rates.

20
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In the wake of the Taylor-Couette experiments, there was a surge of theoreti-

cal interest in the interplay between hydrodynamic stability and modulation [37].

However, twelve years passed before the next major experiment was reported.

In 1976, Finucane and Kelly used a simple heating wire scheme to impose time-

periodic heat flow on Rayleigh-Bénard convection in air [48]. Their measurements

demonstrated that modulation can both stabilize and destabilize, motivating a

reinterpretation of some of the Taylor-Couette results [37]. Analysis of this situa-

tion brought to light the existence of a transient stability regime: for sufficiently

low modulation frequencies, small perturbations experience no net growth when

averaged over a modulation cycle but may, nevertheless, grow appreciably before

decaying. In this regime, the fate of any particular disturbance is irrelevant —

background noise is constantly exciting new disturbances and the collective im-

pact of these transient disturbances on the transport properties of the fluid can

be signifcant. Finucane and Kelly also provided an elementary nonlinear model,

based on the Lorenz equations, which showed semi-quantitative agreement with

their measurements.

Threshold shifts are only one of many possible scenarios concerning pattern-

forming bifurcations subjected to periodic forcing. In 1984, Roppo, Davis, and

Rosenblat presented a calculation predicting that the time-periodic heating consid-

ered by Finucane and Kelly can have a non-Boussinesq effect, replacing the classic

supercritical bifurcation to stripes with a transcritical bifurcation to hexagons [97].

A few months later, Ahlers, Hohenberg, and Lücke published the results of a de-

tailed quantitative comparison between theory and experiment [4], in which no

trace of the hexagon state was found. The experiments were performed using liq-

uid helium in a precision apparatus [4,6], with the upper boundary of the fluid held
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at a constant temperature and the heat input at the bottom boundary modulated

sinusoidally. The authors also proposed a nonautonomous Lorenz model [4, 5],

τ
dx

dt
= σ(y − x), (2.1)

τ
dy

dt
= −y + (r̃(t)− z)x, (2.2)

τ
dz

dt
= −8/3(z − xy), (2.3)

similar to that of Finucane and Kelly. As with the standard Lorenz system [65],

these equations are obtained as a three mode expansion of the full hydrodynamic

equations: x is a velocity mode, while y and z are temperature modes. Here, σ is

the Prandtl number, τ is a time constant, and the periodic function r̃(t) relates

the time-dependent mean Rayleigh number r(t) to the modulation. This model

captures a number of the features observed in the experiments, including threshold

shifts. The authors emphasize a nonlinear temperature response to the modulated

heating, a feature overlooked by Finucane and Kelly. They also note that the

modulated Lorenz model contains within it a nonlinear, parametrically modulated

oscillator,

m
d2x

dt2
+mΓ

dx

dt
− (r̃(t)− 1)x+ x3 = 0. (2.4)

which is reasonably successful on its own as a mechanical model. The amplitude

equation obtained by dropping the first term, however, fails to predict many of the

significant features of the system, in particular the threshold shifts.

In the Ahlers experiments, the predicted upward shifts of the critical Rayleigh

number were often masked by significant rounding of the bifurcation curves. This

effect was attributed to dynamic mismatch between the thermal behavior of the

lateral boundaries and that of the fluid; a small modification of the model provides

a satisfactory account of this effect [4–6]. The definitive measurements of the
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threshold shifts were reported by Niemela and Donnelly in 1987 [80], who used

their own cryogenic apparatus to verify that the modified Lorenz model, with

sidewall forcing included, correctly predicts both stabilization and destabilization.

The physics connecting hexagons to the modulation lies in the breaking of up-

down symmetry by the nonlinear temperature response. However, as the Ahlers

experiments showed, the bifurcation proposed by Roppo et al. may be wiped out

by sidewall forcing. To determine whether this bifurcation was actually observable

in a realistic experiment, Hohenberg and Swift [56] derived a more complicated

Lorenz system consisting of nine coupled ordinary differential equations. Their

model verified the presence of a subcritical transition to hexagons, but predicted

that the hexagons are confined to a much narrower region in parameter space

than indicated by Roppo et al. Hohenberg and Swift concluded that the inverted

nature of the bifurcation is effectively inaccessible in the lab, though the hexagons

themselves should be observable under the right conditions. Using shadowgraphy

for flow visualization and a specially designed apparatus, Meyer et al. [72, 73]

confirmed this prediction and mapped out a phase diagram consisting of hexagons,

rolls, and an interesting mixed state in which hexagons and rolls coexist.

This evolution in the study of modulated convection — from hydrodynamic sta-

bility to hexagons — introduces many of the major motifs in modulated pattern

formation, including stabilization and destabilization, modifications of a bifurca-

tion, and broken symmetries. Many of the major landmarks in this story can

be found in the comprehensive review of Cross and Hohenberg [33]. However,

faced with the daunting task of retracing the development of pattern formation

as a whole, Cross and Hohenberg made little effort to present modulation of self-

organization processes as a cohesive, vibrant subfield of its own. Until the recent
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report of Mikhailov and Showalter [76], which focuses exclusively on excitable and

oscillatory chemical systems, no such effort has been made. The purpose of this

chapter is to provide a complementary review in the hydrodynamic arena, using

an organization that emphasizes the major motifs and motivates the original work

discussed in later chapters. Wherever possible, effort is made to make contact

between fluid and chemical patterns.

2.2 Bifurcation Classes Arising From Spatial Modulation

The question of how spatially periodic forcing affects stability is a natural com-

panion to the question considered above, that of how periodic variation in time

affects stability. Modulation in time can create situations where a system may

be supercritical at some point in the cycle and subcritical sometime later. Mod-

ulation in space appears at first glance to set up a similar problem, with super-

and subcritical regions distributed in space instead of time. The consequences for

hydrodynamic stability turn out to be quite distinct, however.

The foundational work in this arena is Kelly and Pal’s treatment of Rayleigh-

Bénard convection subjected to a spatially sinusoidal modulation [58]. Their anal-

ysis demonstrates that, due to the modulation, there is always some convection

present for any positive value of Ra. This means, strictly speaking, that the crit-

ical Rayleigh number Rac loses its precise meaning as the value of Ra at which

the rest state of the fluid destabilizes — instead, this rest state is always unstable.

To lowest order, the effect is the same whether the forcing is imposed through flat

boundaries held at spatially varying temperatures or wavy boundaries held at uni-

form temperatures. In the limit of Ra� Rac, for weak forcing of strength δ � 1,

the convective amplitude is only of order δ. In this quasi-conduction regime, for the
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special case of a modulation wavenumber k equal to the critical wavenumber kc,

Kelly and Pal used a systematic expansion to derive the dependence of the Nusselt

number on the Rayleigh number. They also noted that out-of-phase modulations

applied at the upper and lower boundaries of the system can generate a mean flow

and cause the convection currents to tilt to one side.

In the critical regime Ra ≈ Rac, the convective amplitude is of order δ1/3, not

δ. This indicates a considerable enhancement of the flow (since δ is very small)

and may be thought of as a nonlinear resonance at onset, in the following sense:

For modulation wavenumbers close to the critical value, k ∼ kc, Kelly and Pal

derived an amplitude equation

Ra−Rac

Rac

A− gA3 + cδ = 0, (2.5)

where g and c are numerical constants reflecting the choice of units. Assuming

weak amplitude convection, the nonlinearity may be dropped and the remaining

terms have the solution,

A ∼ δRac

Ra−Rac

, (2.6)

which diverges as Ra→ Rac. This singularity is the hallmark of a resonance, remi-

niscent of the forced, undamped harmonic oscillator, and establishes that nonlinear

effects are essential to the physics of the critical regime.

Eqn. (2.5) characterizes what is known in the language of nonlinear dynamics

as an imperfect pitchfork bifurcation. It describes a smooth transition which, in

the limit of vanishing modulation strength δ → 0, reduces to the perfect pitchfork

bifurcation familiar from standard Rayleigh-Bénard convection. Bifurcation curves

calculated for k = kc and a Prandtl number of 1, using a variant of Kelly and

Pal’s approach, are shown in Fig. 2.1. The nonzero amplitudes along the upper
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branch respresent the destabilization effect described above, though the curve is

only quantitatively valid in the critical regime Ra ≈ Rac. Note that, in contrast to

the rounded transition arising in the temporal modulation experiments mentioned

in the previous section, the effect has nothing to do with the sidewalls of the system.

No experimental tests of this bifurcation phenomenon have been reported.

The prediction that a modulated boundary leads to convective flow at any

value of Ra is independent of the value of the modulation wavenumber k. The

imperfect bifurcation form (2.5), however, applies only in the regime k ∼ kc. For

other periodicities, it turns out that the bifurcation class changes. A modulation

with k ∼ 2kc, for example, does not lead to a smooth bifurcation — it merely

shifts the threshold, [Ra−Rac

Rac

− c
]
A− gA3 = 0. (2.7)

Bhattacharjee derived a quantitative estimate of this effect for the case of stress-

free boundaries [18]. A modulation with k ∼ 3kc, on the other hand, produces a

backward transcritical bifurcation of the form,

Ra−Rac

Rac

A− gA3 + cA2 = 0. (2.8)

We will rederive these possibilities, which are mentioned casually in a later paper

by Pal and Kelly [82], from a qualitative standpoint in the next section.

The situation is even more complicated away from these resonances, where

Pal and Kelly [82] have predicted that a modulation k = kx̂ may stabilize a

superposition of oblique modes (kx,±ky) with kx = k/2, instead of straight roll

patterns entrained to the modulation. The precise relationship of the oblique roll

instability, the resonant bifurcation classes, and the predicition of convection for all

Ra have not been clarified and, as with the imperfect bifurcation, the corresponding

experimental results have not been reported.
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Figure 2.1: Convective amplitude as a function of Rayleigh number in spatially

modulated Rayleigh-Bénard convection: imperfect pitchfork bifurcations arising

from resonant spatial forcing, with modulation strengths δ = 0.1 (green curves)

and δ = 0.2 (red curves) and standard pitchfork bifurcation in absence of forcing

(δ = 0, blue curves), for comparison.
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2.3 Wavelength Competition and Phase Solitons

The first experiments on spatially modulated pattern formation were electrody-

namically, rather than thermodynamically, driven. The application of electric

potential difference across a nematic liquid crystal can, under the right condi-

tions, lead to convective behavior similar to that of the Rayleigh-Bénard system.

Lowe, Gollub, and Lubensky modified this electroconvection system by lithograph-

ically separating one of the electrodes into two periodically interdigitated compo-

nents. By holding these components at different potentials with respect to the

other electrode, they generated a spatially periodic perturbation of the basic con-

trol parameter of the system. Varying the wavelength ratio λc/λf , Lowe et al.

found one-dimensional, commensurate patterns phase locked to the forcing and

two-dimensional, incommensurate lattice structures [68]; examples are shown in

Figs. 2.2 and 2.3. The two-dimensional lattice pattern in Fig. 2.3 verifies Pal and

Kelly’s claim [82] that striped forcing can lead to a superposition of modes, but

does not provide an obvious realization of the oblique roll state they predicted.

The simplest model exhibiting transitions between commensurate and incom-

mensurate states is the well-known Frenkel-Kontorova model [24, 66, 67], which

consists of a chain of masses connected by springs and placed in a weak peri-

odic potential. In one limit, the spacing of the masses is commensurate with the

spacing of the minima in the potential. As the paramters are varied, the model

shows a transition to an incommensurate state mediated by localized regions of

compression or expansion, known as discommensurations. Near the transition, the

displacement of the masses from the potential minima are described by solutions

to the time-independent sine-Gordon equation. In their modulated electroconvec-

tion experiments [66,67], Lowe and Gollub came across discommensuration arrays
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Figure 2.2: Commensurate pattern in spatially modulated electroconvection, re-

produced from [68]. The stripes in the lower left show the natural pattern of the

system, without modulation. In the upper right, where the modulation is applied,

the pattern is phase-locked with exactly three roll pairs for every two wavelengths

of the modulation.

Figure 2.3: Incommensurate pattern in spatially modulated electroconvection, con-

sisting of a two-dimensional lattice of kinks oriented θ = 19◦ relative to the mod-

ulation, reproduced from [68].
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Figure 2.4: A 1/1 commensurate pattern (top) and a periodic array of phase

solitons (bottom), reproduced from [67].

with precisely this structure: using a phase variable which defines the location of

each stripe relative to the modulation, these arrays can be described using solu-

tions to the time-independent sine-Gordon equation and, within this framework,

the discommensurations are revealed to be phase solitons (see Fig. 2.4).

The first formal analysis of this connection between pattern formation out of

equilibrium and commensurate-incommensurate phase transitions was laid out by

Coullet in 1986 [28], who demonstrated that the physics emerges naturally from
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the appropriate amplitude equation, once the broken symmetry associated with

the spatial modulation is taken into account. The essential elements of Coullet’s

analysis are summarized below.

Stripe formation in Rayleigh-Bénard convection and electroconvection, among

many other pattern-forming systems, may be described by a Ginzburg-Landau

model of the form

∂

∂t
A = εA+

∂2

∂x2
A− A

∣∣A∣∣2 + · · · , (2.9)

where ε is a control parameter and the primary bifurcation occurs at ε = 0. The

amplitude A is connected with a scalar field describing the pattern (such as tem-

perature, in the case of Rayleigh-Bénard convection),

T ∼ A(x, t) exp(ikcx) + c.c.+ · · · , (2.10)

with “· · · ” representing higher order terms and “c.c.” representing the complex

conjugate. As emphasized by Coullet and others [28, 33, 79], this description is

heavily constrained by the symmetries of the system. Thus, invariance under

arbitrary translations,

x→ x+
Φ

kc

, (2.11)

requires the amplitude equation to be invariant under arbitrary phase shifts

A→ A exp(iΦ). (2.12)

When a spatial modulation is applied, a new length scale associated with the

forcing wavenumber k is introduced into the problem. This replaces the continuous

symmetry of (2.11) with a discrete invariance under translation by multiples of the

forcing wavelength,

x→ x+N
2π

k
. (2.13)
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Assume, for now, that there is a relation of the form mk = nkc, where m and n

are small integers with no common factors greater than 1 — thus, n wavelengths

of the modulation equal exactly m wavelengths of the pattern at onset without

modulation. Using this, Coullet states that (2.13) forces the amplitude equation

to be invariant under discrete phase shifts of the form

A→ A exp(2πi/n). (2.14)

The easiest way to verify this is to apply Bézout’s theorem [116]: since m and

n are relatively prime, there are integers m′ and n′ such that m′m = n′n + 1.

Together with (2.13), where we are free to choose N = m′, this relation implies

(2.14). The basic amplitude equation already has this invariance, since (2.14) is

simply a special case of (2.12). The broken symmetry must, therefore, add new

terms to (2.9), terms which violate (2.12) but respect (2.14). The result, keeping

only the lowest order symmetry-breaking term, is

∂

∂t
A = εA+

∂2

∂x2
A− A

∣∣A∣∣2 + δ(A∗)n−1, (2.15)

where δ represents the strength of the modulation.

Generalizing to the near-resonance case, mk = n(kc + q), where q is a small

misfit parameter, Coullet argued that only a minor modification to (2.15) is nec-

essary [28]:

∂

∂t
A = εA+

∂2

∂x2
A− A

∣∣A∣∣2 + δ(A∗)n−1 exp(inqx). (2.16)

This result predicts an imperfect bifurcation for the special case k ∼ kc (n = 1),

in agreement with the quantitative calculations of Kelly and Pal [58]. Similarly,

the n = 2 and n = 3 cases predict, respectively, a threshold shift and a backward

transcritical bifurcation, as discussed at the end of the previous section.
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The phase solitons are hidden in the modified amplitude equation (2.16); sep-

aration of a solution into amplitude and phase fields, A = R exp(iΘ), combined

with the assumption that the amplitude field adiabatically follows the phase field,

reduces the forced Ginzburg-Landau equation (2.16) to a sine-Gordon equation,

∂

∂t
Φ = −V sin(nΦ) +

∂2

∂x2
Φ, (2.17)

where Φ(x) = Θ(x) − qx is a new phase variable defined relative to the modula-

tion. Like the basic amplitude equation (2.9), this phase equation has a gradient

structure,

∂

∂t
Φ = −∂H

∂Φ
, (2.18)

where the functional H is minimized at the unique solution. Here, however, H

is identical to the continuum limit of the Frenkel-Kontorova Hamiltonian. This

formalizes the connection laid out in the electroconvection experiments.

Following this discovery, a number of papers explored more fully the predictions

of the amplitude equation formalism. Coullet and Huerre used a multiple scales

analysis to derive a two-dimensional extension of the forced amplitude equation

(2.16) directly from the Boussinesq equations, assuming stress-free boundaries, and

considered the possibility of propagating sine-Gordon solitons [29]. Elphick con-

sidered propagative solitons in the context of a codimension-two bifurcation [46].

Finally, Coullet and Repaux [30] and Curado and Elphick [34] call attention to

one-dimensional quasiperiodic structures arising as a function of the wavenumber

misfit parameter q. These authors also emphasize a formal analogy between spa-

tially periodic forcing of a stationary bifurcation to a spatially periodic pattern

and temporally periodic forcing of a (Hopf) bifurcation to a temporally periodic

pattern. We’ll look at Hopf bifurcations in the next section.
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Chemical reaction-diffusion systems offer another arena in which pattern for-

mation due to wavelength competition can be studied. In 2003, Rüdiger et al. [98]

reported that traveling stripe optical forcing of a photosensitive Turing system gen-

erates soliton behavior which generalizes the work of Coullet. The basic pattern

of their system is a stationary, disordered “labyrinth” of stripes, with an char-

acteristic wavelength defined by intrinsic chemical parameters. In their traveling

wave forcing scheme, spatial resonance between the imposed and characteristic

wavelengths introduces a frequency into an otherwise non-oscillatory system. At

the 1/1 resonance, this mechanism generates an imperfect bifurcation to traveling

waves phase-locked to the forcing. As the traveling wave frequency is increased,

this state undergoes a Hopf bifurcation to a traveling wave state which is modu-

lated in time. Near the 1/1 resonance, soliton wave states, consisting of traveling

arrays of localized low amplitude regions, emerge. The new states, modulated

traveling waves and soliton waves, were observed both experimentally and in a

well-established model of photosensitive Turing pattern formation. The authors

do not, however, argue that their soliton wave state contains true solitons; there

is a formal similarity between the models, but a precise connection with the sine-

Gordon physics of Coullet’s solitons was not laid out.

2.4 Competition Between Standing and Traveling Waves

The effects of temporal modulation considered above, threshold shifts and tran-

sitions between hexagonal and striped patterns, require detailed analysis of the

hydrodynamics. In other circumstances, however, temporal modulation can cou-

ple directly to pattern modes through strong resonances appearing in the appro-

priate amplitude equations. In 1988, two separate papers predicted that mod-
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ulation can stabilize standing waves in systems that exhibit a Hopf bifurcation

to traveling waves, provided the modulation frequency is close to twice the Hopf

frequency [95,113]. These predictions were confirmed a short time later in an elec-

troconvection experiment carried out in an oscillatory regime [93]. Walgraef points

out that similar physics is observed when a traveling wave system is subjected to

spatial modulation at a wavenumber close to twice the critical wavenumber; in

either case, the stabilization effect arises through linear coupling between the left-

and right-traveling modes, proportional to the modulation strength [113].

Pattern formation in two dimensions, where interacting waves can travel in dif-

ferent directions, has motivated theoretical extensions of the above phenomenon

[31, 114]. The case of a spatially hexagonal modulation imposed on an isotropic

medium was considered by Coullet and Walgraef [31]. They found that, for mod-

ulation wavevectors k1, k2, and k3, satisfying

k1 + k2 + k3 = 0, |k1| = |k2| = |k3| = k, (2.19)

with mk ∼ 3kc, strong resonances between waves traveling parallel to the modu-

lation wavevectors can stabilize hexagonal standing waves constructed from these

waves. Topological defects in these patterns take the form of spiral phase waves

superimposed on the hexagonal pattern. Later, Walgraef pointed out that a sim-

ilar effect is possible when an analogous temporal modulation (with mω ∼ 3ωc)

replaces the spatial modulation [114]; note that, in this case, the formation of

hexagonal standing waves does represent a broken symmetry. No experimental

investigations of the stabilization of hexagonal standing waves have been reported.

A more complicated example of competition between traveling standing waves

arises in modulated nematic liquid crystals. In the Lowe and Gollub experiments,

the stripe pattern wavevectors were oriented parallel to the anisotropy axis of
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the nematic state. However, electroconvection in a nematic system can also form

stripes oriented obliquely, at angles ±θ relative to the anisotropy axis. When

oblique traveling waves are present, new types of resonances are possible: for

each of the two orientations, the waves can travel in either of two directions,

defining a system of four interacting modes. De la Torre Juarez and Rehberg

found that time periodic modulation of the driving potential in this four mode

system stabilizes several types of standing wave structures [39]. Their observations

were later interpreted within a forced, coupled amplitude equation framework by

Riecke, Silber, and Kramer [96].

We have seen that modulation of traveling wave states can stabilize standing

waves. The reverse situation is possible as well — modulation can destabilize a

stationary pattern, leading to traveling or oscillatory patterns. We saw our first

hint of this in Kelly and Pal’s discovery that boundary modulations in Rayleigh-

Bénard convection can generate a mean flow (see section 2.2 and Ref. [58]). This

flow did not, however, cause the convection rolls to drift. The first instance of

spatial modulation generating a traveling wave pattern was reported in 1991 by

Hartung, Busse, and Rehberg [53], who performed thermal convection experiments

in a thin cylindrical annulus with out-of-phase, sinusoidal boundary modulations

of the sort considered by Kelly and Pal. The experiments were performed under

non-Boussinesq conditions and this feature, the authors emphasize, is responsible

for the traveling pattern. Theoretical analysis confirms this interpretation.

Another quasi-one-dimenisional experiment with out-of-phase boundary mod-

ulations, this time in a confined rectangular geometry, was reported by Gil et al.

just four weeks later [49]. In this work, broken parity states consisting of convec-

tion cells which lean to one side or the other, undergo a Hopf bifurcation which
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causes the tilt angles of the hot currents to oscillate. A more elaborate Hopf bi-

furcation was predicted by Zimmermann and Schmitz [102,121], who considered a

situation where the phase shift between upper and lower bounary modulations is

itself spatially modulated. In principle, this secondary modulation could generate

stationary domains of traveling waves separated by sources and sinks. This is not

observed in the model, however. Instead, the system shows a Hopf bifurcation from

a stationary pattern to a standing wave pattern. Zimmermann and Schmitz refer

to this phenomenon as a Hopf bifurcation by frustrated drifts. They proposed an

electroconvection application as well [103], but no experiments have been reported.

Modulation-influenced selection between wave patterns is not limited to hydro-

dynamic patterns — chemical reaction-diffusion systems offer unique opportunities

of their own. In particular, the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction provides a two-

dimensionally extended field of coupled oscillators, well-known for dramatic spiral

wave dynamics [10,33,117]. Applying temporally modulated, uniform illumination

to a photosensitive variant of this system, Petrov, Ouyang, and Swinney observed

frequency locking regimes in which the rotating spiral waves are replaced by a

wide variety of standing wave patterns [86]. Forcing at twice the oscillation fre-

quency, for example, labyrinthine standing wave patterns, consisting of disordered

but locally parallel wavefronts with a well-defined characteristic wavelength, are

observed. The various resonances are explored in detail, both experimentally and

theoretically, in later papers [61–63]. The authors emphasize a parallel between

their phase diagram and the famous Arnold tongues of a single parametrically

forced, nonlinear oscillator: these frequency-locked standing wave patterns pro-

vide spatiotemporal counterpoints to low-dimensional phase-locking phenomena.
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2.5 Multi-Dimensional Responses to Spatial Modulation

One of the essential differences between space and time, from the standpoint of

periodic forcing, is dimensionality. Time is one-dimensional. Space is not: once

we leave the realm of one-dimensional systems and consider pattern formation in

extended, two-dimensional domains, we can have several interacting modes with

different orientations. The stabilization of hexagonal patterns, discussed in sections

2.1 and 2.4, illustrates some of the consequences of temporal modulation for pattern

selection. In this section, we discuss the unique possibilities encountered when two-

dimensional systems are subjected to spatially periodic forcing.

The oblique rolls superpositions of Pal and Kelly (section 2.2) and the lattice

patterns of Lowe et al. (section 2.3) demonstrate that, in order to adapt to an

externally broken symmetry, a system may decide to break its remaining transla-

tional symmetry. Motivated by this phenomenon, Pismen [87] considered spatially

periodic forcing of the Proctor-Sivashinsky model,

∂

∂t
ψ = ε2ψ − (1 +∇2)2ψ +

1

3
∇ ·

(
∇ψ

∣∣∇ψ∣∣2) + f(x), (2.20)

where f(x) is the forcing term. This system is a close relative of the Swift-

Hohenberg equation [33]; its major distinction is that it favors square patterns

at onset, rather than stripes. Pismen found that, in addition to altering the com-

petition between stripes and squares, forcing can lead to three-mode quasiperiodic

patterns and, if nonadiabatic terms are added, nonstationary dynamics at onset.

Oblique roll states in electroconvection offer a range of new possiblities for spa-

tial forcing. For striped forcing of two-mode oblique patterns — a simple general-

ization of the situation considered by Lowe and Gollub — Zimmermann et al. [120]

identified in an amplitude equation model a competition between rectangular pat-
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terns and skewed-varicose patterns, which they describe as superpositions of an

oblique mode and a rectangular pattern. In a regime where three-mode oblique

patterns are possible, other states are possible, including commensurate and incom-

mensurate undulation patterns. A follow-up paper explored these states and their

quasiperiodic generalization in more detail [81]. Recently, Schuler, Hammele, and

Zimmermann have returned to this problem and added additional complexity by

allowing the striped forcing to travel at constant velocity [104]. This system shows

transitions between locked and unlocked patterns and, in the transition regime,

can produce complex zig-zag patterns with unusual domain wall dynamics. The

detailed phase spaces mapped out by Zimmermann and coworkers have not been

explored experimentally. To date, the only experiment on spatial forcing of oblique

roll states is that of Henriot, Burguete, and Ribotta [54], who added a photocon-

ductive layer to the standard electroconvection apparatus and used optical forcing

to study spatial entrainment as a function of angle.

Labyrinthine Turing patterns, like the hydrodynamic systems considered above,

demonstrate the use of pattern formation in two-dimensions to adapt to spatial

forcing. Berenstein et al. have studied the reponse of a photosensitive Turing

system to illumination through a striped mask [15]. They found that, depending

on the ratio between the forcing and instrinsic wavelengths, the pattern may adjust

using zigzag deformations, lengthwise splitting of the forced stripes, or a breakup

of the stripe fronts into fingers. Miguéz et al. found, both experimentally and in

simulations of an established model, that with traveling-stripe forcing this system

can generate hexagons [74], instead of the entrained or oscillating stripes mentioned

above in Section 2.3; this traveling-stripe system is explored in more detail in

Refs. [99] and [75]. Peter et al. provided a separate analysis [85] of the competition
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between stripes and hexagons in spatially forced systems, using the Turing system

as a model but keeping hydrodynamic applications in mind.

Finally, just as pattern formation in two-dimensionally extended geometries

opens up room for interacting modes with different orientations, these geometries

also invite spatially periodic forcing with two-dimensional symmetries. So far in

this section, we have only considered striped forcing. In section 2.4, however,

we saw that hexagonal forcing can stabilize a hexagonal standing wave pattern

in a system that usually displays traveling waves. While wavelength competition

due to spatial forcing which breaks symmetries in two directions is still an open

question theoretically, several interesting experiments have been reported recently.

Ismagilov et al. used photolithography to impose a hexagonal array of posts at the

bottom boundary of a Bénard-Marangoni convection apparatus [57]. By tilting

the fluid container, thereby imposing a spatial variation of the intrinsic pattern

wavelength, they found that the flow self-organizes into distinct locking regimes

with different symmetries. Neubecker has studied spatial synchronization in a

nonlinear optical system subjected to hexagonal forcing [78]. Dolnik et al. have

investigated hexagonal forcing of disordered hexagonal Turing patterns [40] and,

in a later series of experiments [16, 17], found that regular masks can generate

quasipatterns. These patterns also arise in two-layer chemical systems [14], where

the systems can be understood as spatially forcing one another.



Chapter 3

Experimental Methods

3.1 Overview of the Compressed Gas Apparatus

Our spatial forcing experiments are performed in a compressed gas apparatus, es-

sentially identical in design to that described in [38]. As discussed by a number

of authors [19, 38], compressed gases offer a number of experimental advantages.

Characteristic time scales in gases are typically orders of magnitude faster than in

comparable liquids. Modest values for the critical temperature difference can be

achieved for rather thin fluid layers, enabling the construction of thermally uni-

form, large-aspect ratio convection cells. Moreover, the parameters of the system

can be tuned simply by varying the pressure and temperature; in this way, the

experimentalist may choose between Boussinesq and non-Boussinesq conditions or

exploit the behavior near the liquid-gas critical point to explore a large range of

Prandtl numbers [8]. Our apparatus offers precise control of both pressure and

temperature, as well as an optically accessible convection cell with flat, parallel

boundaries that can be adjusted while the system is pressurized. For complete-

ness, we will briefly review the main feature of the experimental design here.

41
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the compressed gas apparatus. (a) “Wet” space

containing temperature-regulated cooling water; (b) “dry” space containing the

experimental gas and the convection cell; (c) pressure regulation vessel. The flow

visualization optics are inside a tower (d) mounted on the top flange of the main

pressure vessel (see Fig. 3.3 for additional details).
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A schematic diagram of the apparatus is provided in Fig. 3.1. The space within

the main pressure vessel is divided into two regions, one containing a circulating

bath of temperature-regulated cooling water and another containing the exper-

imental gas. As shown in the schematic, the “wet” space surrounds the “dry”

space, thermally shielding the heart of the experiment. The lower boundary of the

convection cell, an optically flat silicon mirror (colored red in the schematic), is

heated by a Minco film heater attached to its bottom surface. The upper bound-

ary, an optically flat sapphire window (colored blue in the schematic), is cooled by

the circulating bath in the wet space. The pressure in the dry space is commu-

nicated to the wet space by a movable bellows. This feature eliminates warping

of the cell boundaries due to pressure gradients. A sapphire window in the top

flange of the vessel (also colored blue in the schematic), thick enough to bear the

pressure, provides optical access to the convection cell. Passthroughs at the base

of the main vessel provide access for electronics and gas lines. The gas lines are

connected to a smaller pressure vessel, shown in Fig. 3.1, containing a thermistor,

a film heater, and a liquid reservoir of the experimental gas. The vapor pressure of

this reservoir determines the pressure in the dry space. Refrigerated water baths

encircling the main vessel and the pressure regulation vessel remove excess heat

from the system.

Pressure and temperature regulation are achieved using feedback control al-

gorithms, running on a computer with a real-time QNX operating system. A

schematic diagram of the control system is provided in Fig. 3.2. Resistance read-

ings from thermistors in thermal contact with the bottom plate and the pressurized

cooling water are read by a Keithley 2001 multimeter, fed into the QNX machine

through a GPIB interface, and converted to temperatures using calibration curves.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the feedback control system.

Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) algorithms are used to dynamically adjust

these temperatures to match the chosen set points for the bottom and top plates.

The proportional term decreases the size of these adjustments as the current read-

ings approach the set points. The derivative term optimizes the adjustments to

limit ringing and overshoot. The integral term ensures that the errors are driven

to zero as the algorithm converges. The output of each iteration of the algorithm is

sent to programmable power supplies through a D/A interface. These power sup-

plies change the heat inputs to the bottom plate film heater and the pressurized

water bath accordingly and, as the cycle is repeated, the temperatures lock onto

their set points. Pressure is controlled in the same way, feeding voltage readings

from a Sensotec model S-TJE pressure sensor and a bias voltage from an Acopian

10V power supply into a PID control algorithm.

Flow visualization is achieved by exploiting the variation of index of refraction

with temperature. Convection rolls create a spatial alternation between regions

of warmer fluid rising and regions of cooler fluid sinking. This sets up a spatially

varying index of refraction field, which may be visualized by passing collimated
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(a)

QNX

Trigger

Mac OS X

Framegrabber

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the shadowgraph image acquisition system. (a)

fiber optic cable; (b) beamsplitter; (c) objective lens; (d) pinhole filter; (e) camera

lens; (f) CCD camera.

light through the pattern and imaging slightly out of focus — this technique is

known as shadowgraphy [38,91,110,111]. A schematic diagram of the shadowgraph

arrangement is provided in Fig. 3.3. Incoherent light from a halogen bulb is coupled

into a fiber optic cable and fed into the shadowgraph tower at (a). The end of

this cable provides a point source, positioned at the focal point of an achromatic

objective lens (c). Light rays diverging from this point are directed down towards

the main pressure vessel, as shown in the schematic, by a pellicle beamsplitter (b).

This arrangement sends a collimated beam down through the sapphire windows

into the convection cell, where it is distorted by the flow and reflected off of the

silicon mirror. The reflected beam is passed through a pinhole spatial filter (d) and

focused onto the CCD chip of a QImaging digital camera (f) by a Nikon camera

lens (e). We control image acquisition with a custom-built framegrabber program
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running under Mac OS X. The framegrabber uses a timing program on the QNX

machine to trigger image acquisition at regular intervals and communicates with

the camera via Firewire. Division by a background image increases the sensitivity

of the technique and removes inhomogeneities. If the image plane is set sufficiently

close to the experimental cell, shadowgraphy provides quantitative information

about pattern amplitudes through the relation

I(x,∆T )

I0(x)
− 1 = G

( k
kc

)2 〈T (x)〉z, (3.1)

where 〈T (x)〉z is a vertical average over the temperature field in the flow, the ratio

k/kc compares the pattern wavenumber to the critical value at onset, and the

proportionality factor G contains the physical parameters of the optics [38].

Further information about the apparatus is available elsewhere [38,88,108].

3.2 Addition of Spatial Modulation to the Apparatus

The ideal Rayleigh-Bénard system considers flat, horizontal plates held at uni-

form temperatures. Spatially periodic forcing can be introduced in this system by

imposing spatial variation in either the temperature profile or the shape of the con-

vection cell (or both). As described below, the temperature modulation approach

turns out to be quite difficult, given the design of our compressed gas apparatus.

Modulating the shape of the region containing the convecting fluid, on the other

hand, can be achieved using well-known microlithographic patterning techniques.

In this section, we describe our implementation of this approach.

The simplicity of the microlithographic approach is best appreciated by review-

ing the design features constraining the introduction of any spatial forcing scheme

in our apparatus. To begin, the top plate temperature is homogeneous by design
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since it is set by the cooling water. The bottom plate temperature, on the other

hand, is controlled by a film heater which need not be uniform. Thus, at first

glance, the easiest route to spatial modulation would appear to be nonuniform

(spatially periodic) heating of the bottom plate. Finucane and Kelly, for example,

noted that the parallel heating wires they used for time-periodic forcing may have

had an unintentional spatial forcing effect [48]. However, the use of nonuniform

heating for thermal spatial forcing suffers from a number of limitations. In par-

ticular, it is difficult to determine the temperature profile seen by the gas in situ,

making it difficult to correlate the pattern with the underlying modulation. Fur-

thermore, the high thermal conductivity silicon bottom plate is very effective (by

design) at attenuating any imposed modulation.

The situation is quite different in electroconvection, where a spatially periodic

perturbation is easily and controllably superposed over the voltage driving the

system out of equilibrium [68]. An elegant update of this approach was reported

by Henriot et al. [54], who used a photoconductive layer to obtain optical control

over the structure of the perturbation. Optical forcing schemes have the advantage

of locating the entire forcing apparatus outside the convection cell. Optical control

of initial conditions in thermal convection has a long history [22, 26, 106] but no

investigations of optically forced dynamics have been reported.

We gave this considerable thought. In particular, Steve Lipson suggested

adding a low density of iodine gas into the convecting fluid. Iodine has well-known

absorption lines in the visible spectrum, which would make optical injection of en-

ergy a simple matter of video projection; the spatial profile could then be digitally

controlled. Unfortunately, preliminary tests indicate that the apparatus would

have to be held at temperatures in excess of 80 ◦C to avoid iodine deposition in
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the experiment. On top of the challenges of running the experiment in this regime,

there are theoretical complications arising from the presence of two convecting flu-

ids [33]. These difficulties can be avoided if we instead harness the absorption

spectrum of the experimental gas itself. Favorite gases like carbon dioxide are

transparent to visible light, forcing us into the near infrared spectrum. Infrared

illumination requires a sequence of optical design modifications, but all are rea-

sonably straightforward [108]. The starting problem of uniform illumination is, on

its own, an interesting and important modification of the classic Rayleigh-Bénard

system — experimental investigations are now under way at the Max Planck In-

stitute for Dynamics and Self-Organization. When this starting problem is better

understood, optical spatial forcing experiments may follow.

It turns out, therefore, that manipulation of the boundary profile is the most

straightforward route to a spatial modulation of the classic system. All of the

spatially forced thermal convection experiments known to the author follow this

route [49,53,57]. The wavy boundaries studied by Kelly and Pal [58] and by Har-

tung, Busse, and Rehberg [53] are not possible in our experiment, where optically

flat sapphire and silicon plates are essential to the design. We are thus led to

rectangular boundary profiles with narrow features, in the spirit of Ref. [57].

Microlithography is the standard technique, or rather body of techniques, for

carefully controlled and reproducible surface patterning. Two complementary ap-

proaches may be distinguished: either a film is deposited on the substrate, pat-

terned, and used as a stencil for etching the pattern directly into the substrate,

after which the film is washed away, or else the patterned film is itself the fin-

ished product and no etching takes place. In order to preserve the integrity of the

silicon mirror, we chose the latter. MicroChem offers an epoxy-based photoresist
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called SU-8, which is popular in microfluidic and biotechnological applications for

its thermal and mechanical robustness. SU-8 is nearly transparent to visible radi-

ation and, as described later, we have found that sufficiently narrow features do

not significantly compromise shadowgraph images in our experiments.

A basic procedure, using MicroChem’s SU-8-50 resist to obtain a polymer coat

approximately 50 µm high, is described below. Notes on this procedure and mod-

ifications adapting it to our needs are described in the subsections which follow.

Comparing results obtained before (Fig. 3.4) and after (Fig. 3.5) adaptation of the

procedure, we see that there is a dramatic increase in the quality of the results.

1. Spin Coat

(a) Static dispense: 1 mL of resist per inch of substrate diameter

(b) Ramp to 500 rpm at 100 rpm/second and hold for 5-10 seconds.

(c) Ramp to 2000 rpm at 300 rpm/second and hold for 30 seconds.

2. Soft Bake

(a) Pre-bake: Bake at 65◦ C for 6 min.

(b) Soft bake: Bake at 95◦ C for 20 min.

3. Expose

4. Post-Exposure Bake (PEB)

(a) PEB 1: Bake at 65◦ C for 1 min.

(b) PEB 2: Bake at 95◦ C for 5 min.

5. Develop and Rinse
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3.2.1 Spinning

The first step in the preparation of an SU-8 pattern is a controlled deposition of a

layer of resist. The substrate should be as clean as possible; any residues, organic

or inorganic, may compromise the adhesion of the layer. Once the substrate is

centered on the spinner chuck, the resist is poured onto its surface. Due to the

high viscosity of the resist, measurement of the volume to be poured is generally not

worth the trouble. We typically just estimate the amount required by eye, pouring

from a small clean bottle of resist. The mouth of the bottle should be wiped both

before and after use, to avoid contamination of the resist or the sample.

While underestimation of the resist volume leads to an uneven coat and overes-

timation leads to a pronounced edge bead, this aspect of the procedure is generally

very forgiving. The final results may, however, depend on the way in which the

resist is poured: an initially uneven pool of SU-8 can lead to an uneven final re-

sult. One should be careful, therefore, to pour the resist into the exact center of

the substrate without swirling or swishing the pour stream. Maintaining a steady

accumulation of resist will also reduce the chances of creating bubbles, either in

the bottle or the sample layer. Large bubbles lead to pitting of the final, hardened

pattern and should not be tolerated. They can be popped before spinning, but a

surface irregularity may persist.

The spinning of the resist is carried out in two steps, the first of which spreads

the resist across the available surface area. The fast acceleration in this spread

cycle is essential; we found that lower accelerations can lead to viscous fingering of

the resist and, ultimately, an uneven final result. The speed of the second spin cycle

determines the thickness of the final result. Spin curves are available in the SU-8

documentation on the MicroChem website. Their data suggests that a spin speed
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of 2000 rpm for the second cycle will achieve a 50 µm thick layer. Note that some

programmable spinners do not account for the time required to ramp the chuck up

to the desired angular velocities; the recipe is easily adjusted to compensate.

There is one significant complication. A typical spinner system uses a vacuum

chuck to secure the wafer during the spin. Since typical silicon wafer used in

photolithography are a fraction of a millimeter thick, this vacuum insures that the

wafer is held securely during the spin. Our silicon bottom plate is, however, 3/8”

thick and simply too heavy for this vacuum system to hold it. Spinning a 3/8”

thick aluminum disk as a test, we found that the desired accelerations send the

disk flying. To prevent this, we built a custom chuck with a raised lip which grips

the circumference of the sample — this precaution makes the spin procedure safe,

for the silicon plate as well as for anyone standing nearby.

Spinning can also be used in the preparation of a clean sample, before the resist

is poured on. We found the following procedure to be effective:

1. After a through scrub with Pex soap, we mount the plate in the chuck and

program the spinner for a fast cycle, on the order of 2000 - 3000 rpm.

2. After the wafer passes ∼1500 rpm, squirt a steady stream of acetone into the

center of the spinning wafer.

3. 5-10 seconds later, switch to a stream of isopropanol (IPA); do not release

the acetone stream until the IPA stream is steady in the center of the wafer.

4. 10 seconds later, stop and wait for wafer to spin dry.

This spin cleaning removes organic residues, leaving a chemically clean surface

ready for resist deposition. If the acetone or IPA solutions are not trustworthy, of

course, this procedure may in fact contaminate the substrate.
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3.2.2 Baking

After the resist coat has been spun, the next step is a soft bake which evaporates

the solvent in the resist. The MicroChem documentation notes that leveled hot

plates are typically used here, but convection ovens may be used instead. We have

been advised by the staff of the Nanobiotechnology Center at Cornell (NBTC),

however, that ovens used for other purposes are generally too dirty for sensitive

lithography applications. Furthermore, heating in an oven can form a dry skin on

top surface of the resist layer, discouraging diffusion of solvent out of the bulk of

the layer; this inversion can contribute to eventual liftoff and failure of the finished

product. Better to use a hotplate. Most fabrication facilities, including the Cornell

Nanofabrication Facility (CNF) and the NBTC, have special hotplates with broad

flat surfaces and large thermal masses, insuring even heating.

The bake times and temperatures are important variables contributing to the

quality of the final result. Here, again, the thickness of our sample complicates

the procedure. The bake must be performed under a chemical hood and, as a

result, heat is transported away from the hotplate and the surface of the hotplate

is somewhat cooler than the setpoint might suggest. Furthermore, due to the

thickness of our silicon plates, the actual temperature of the resist layer on top is

even lower. These effects may be nullified by using higher setpoints, which must be

determined in situ for the particular laboratory setup in which the bake procedure

will occur. At the NBTC, we found the values shown in Table 3.1.

Another consequence of the thickness of the wafer is the length of time it

takes the resist layer to heat up to its equilibrium temperature. These effects are

compensated for by adding the ramp times, obtained from real-time measurements

of sample equilibration, to the corresponding bake times (see Table 3.2).
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Table 3.1: Using higher setpoints to compensate for intrinsic heat losses

Desired Temperature Required Surface Temp Required Hotplate Setpoint

65◦ C 66◦ C 70◦ C

95◦ C 98◦ C 102◦ C

200◦ C 209◦ C 216◦ C

Table 3.2: Using longer bake times to compensate for large heat capacity

Temperature Change Ramp Time

room → 65◦ C 2.25 min

65◦ C → 95◦ C 3.5 min

room → 200◦ C 5.5 min

These considerations apply equally to the soft bake and and post-exposure bake

(PEB). In both cases, MicroChem recommends a two-step bake procedure with a

short bake at one temperature followed by a longer bake at a higher temperatures.

Ramping the soft bake generates a slower and more controlled evaporation of the

solvent from the layer, which helps adhesion, uniformity, and reproducibility of

the final result. Likewise, ramping the PEB helps reduce stress as the polymer

cross-links and hardens. Rapid changes in temperature during or after the PEB

lead to stress fractures in the final result.

Results obtained using the basic SU-8 procedure, with incorrect bake time and

temperatures, are shown in Fig. 3.4. Results obtained using the adapted procedure

are shown, for comparison, in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Results obtained before the basic SU-8 recipe was adapted to accom-

modate our silicon plate and operating conditions at the NBTC: uneven features,

liftoff, redeposit, and severe stress fractures.
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Figure 3.5: Typical SU-8 features obtained after adapting the basic recipe to ac-

commodate our silicon plate and operating conditions at the Cornell Nanobiotech-

nology Center: crisp edges, clean surfaces, and minimal fracturing.
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3.2.3 Exposure

After the soft bake, the resist layer is imprinted with a pattern by exposure to UV

radiation. A mask placed between the UV source and the sample selectively shields

chosen regions from exposure. Some researchers find that printed transparencies

provide a cheap, quick, and easy way of producing pattern masks. We found

transparencies to be unreliable. A good chrome mask is the industry standard and

is easily made using CNF equipment. SU-8 is a negative photoresist, meaning that

resist which is shielded from UV exposure will we washed away in a later step of

the lithography. In a positive resist, on the other hand, “everything that shows,

goes.” The mask should be designed with this in mind. A strong acid forms in

exposed regions of the resist, which are readily cross-linked during the PEB. Thus,

through careful selection of the mask orientation, it may be possible to confine

small irregularities in the resist to regions which will be not be cross-linked.

Photolithography labs are generally equipped with one or more mask aligners

which control the alignment of the mask, the sample, and a collimated beam of UV

radiation. Here, again, the thickness of our silicon plate forces an improvisation.

The plate does not fit into any of the alignment equipment at NBTC and we,

therefore, just rest the mask on the sample and position the exposure lens stack

directly above them. Note that a prominent edge bead may skew the pattern

features if it causes the mask to create uneven shadows on the sample surface;

this warning applies to other surface defects in the resist, as well. Many different

sources recommend cleaning the mask before each use.

SU-8 is nearly transparent above 400 nm, so we use the 365 nm setting at

NBTC. MicroChem suggests suggests roughly 250 mJ/cm2 for a 50 µm thick coat

(exposure curves can be found in the documentation on their website). Using a
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bandbass intensity meter, we measure the intensity in mW/cm2 passing through

the mask and compute the necessary exposure time; this is an equipment-specific

calculation and may vary from day to day, depending on condition of lamp. Mea-

suring the intensity through the mask is important because the clear windows of

the mask are not transparent at the exposure wavelengths. MicroChem advises

that uneven boundaries, excessive stress fracturing, and liftoff of the cross-linked

regions often indicate a problem with the exposure procedure, the PEB, or both.

3.2.4 Developing, Rinsing, and Removing

After the PEB, MicroChem recommends bathing the sample in SU-8 Developer,

followed by quick rinses with IPA and either dry air or nitrogen. The developer

dissolves any resist that has not been cross-linked in a matter of minutes. Agita-

tion of the fluid helps the process remove dissolved material from the substrate.

Note that the delicate tweezers used to manipulate typical silicon wafers will not

accommodate our silicon plate. A large hose clamp soldered to a long handle, with

teflon used to protect the edges of the plate, provides an easy alternative. We may

then dip the sample into a bath of developer and use the handle to agitate the

chemical reaction. A easier but less controlled alternative is simple complete sub-

mersion in a container large enough to allow shaking and swirling of the developer

fluid. In either case, it is important that the agitation be symmetric; any asymme-

try can translate into uneven developing, selective overdeveloping, and redeposit

of dissolved material. Another helpful trick to is to use two separate developer

baths, one dirty and one clean. The rinse can be performed using any number of

solvents, including IPA, de-ionized water, and edge bead remover.

The SU-8 pattern can be hard baked as a final step, but we have found this
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to be unnecessary. Once processed, the material is insoluble in liquid developers

and, even without being fully cured, is quite difficult to completely remove from

the sample. Techniques for removing SU-8 from a sample tend to involve highly

aggressive chemistry. A simpler solution is MicroChem’s OmniCoat release layer,

which is spun and baked onto the silicon before the SU-8. The extremely fast spin

cycle recommended for OmniCoat generates a very thin coat; less than 0.1 µm of

thickness is sufficient for clean liftoff of an SU-8 pattern. After unexposed SU-8

is removed with the SU-8 Developer, the unexposed OmniCoat underneath may

be removed with a tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH)-based developer.

TMAH also etches silicon, however, and can leave residues. Having found that the

OmniCoat layer is too thin and uniform to be detected by the shadowgraph, we

just leave it in place and skip the TMAH step. When we wish to start over with a

bare silicon plate, the cross-linked SU-8 pattern is easily removed by eating away

the OmniCoat layer with MicroChem’s Remover PG product.

3.2.5 Summary of our Microlithographic Recipe

1. Preheat hotplate to 216 ◦C

2. Program spinner:

(a) Ramp 100 rpm/sec −→ 500 rpm (10 sec total)

(b) Ramp 300 rpm/sec −→ 3000 rpm (40 sec total)

3. Spin-clean wafer:

(a) Carefully place wafer in custom chuck and start spin
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(b) After the wafer passes ∼1500 rpm, squirt a steady stream of acetone

into the center of the spinning wafer

(c) 5-10 seconds later, switch to a stream of isopropanol (IPA); do not

release the acetone stream until the IPA stream is steady in the center

of the wafer

(d) 10 seconds later, stop and wait for wafer to spin dry

4. OmniCoat layer:

(a) Cover wafer with OmniCoat and spin immediately

(b) Bake on hotplate for 61
2

min

(c) Remove wafer and allow to cool

5. Reset hotplate to 70 ◦C (use heat sink or water to help cool, if necessary)

6. Re-program spinner:

(a) Ramp 100 rpm/sec −→ 500 rpm (15 sec total)

(b) Ramp 300 rpm/sec −→ 2000 rpm (35 sec total)

7. SU-8 layer:

(a) Carefully place wafer back in custom chuck

(b) Slowly pour SU-8-50 onto exact center of wafer

— want an even circular pool of SU-8; no swirling, no bubbles!

(c) Spin immediately

8. Soft Bake:

(a) Bake on hotplate for 81
4

min
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(b) Immediately reset hotplate to 102 ◦C

(c) Bake for 231
2

min

(d) Remove wafer and allow to cool

9. Reset hotplate to 70 ◦C (use heat sink or water to help cool, if necessary)

10. UV Exposure:

(a) Warm up the HTG mask aligner and measure transmission through

mask at 365 nm

(b) Compute exposure time required for SU-8 to absorb 250 mJ/cm2

(c) Program HTG and expose

11. Post-Exposure Bake:

(a) Bake on hotplate for 31
4

min

(b) Immediately reset hotplate to 102◦ C

(c) Bake for 81
2

min

(d) Remove wafer and allow to cool

12. Develop and Rinse:

(a) 10 min in SU-8 developer, with vigorous and even agitation; use two

separate baths, transferring to second, cleaner bath halfway

(b) 1 min rinse in IPA, followed immediately by N2 dry
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3.3 Summary of Experimental Methods

Compressed gas apparatus. Our experiments were performed on a thin layer

of compressed SF6 gas, in an apparatus essentially identical to that described

in Ref. [38]. This layer was bounded above by an optically-flat, single-crystal

sapphire window, providing optical access for pattern visualization, and bounded

below by an optically-flat silicon mirror. The temperatures of the silicon and

sapphire plates were regulated independently to ±0.0004 ◦C. As measured inter-

ferometrically, these plates were parallel to ±2.5 µm across the cell. The distance

between the plates d is measured in situ using the reference pattern at onset and

the relation kcd = 3.117. Unless otherwise noted, all of the experiments reported

in this dissertation were carried out with d = (596 ± 27) µm. The gas pressure

was held constant at (1.722 ± 0.030) MPa, regulated to ±0.3 kPa, and the mean

temperature in the cell was held at (21.00 ± 0.02) ◦C. Under these circumstances,

the convecting fluid has Prandtl number Pr ∼ 0.9.

Spatially periodic modulation. The region between the silicon and sapphire

plates was subdivided using paper sidewalls [38,88], as shown in Fig. 3.6. Spatially

periodic forcing was introduced in the larger cells by microfabricating a periodic

pattern of SU-8 polymer ridges on the surface of the silicon; this arrangement

forces the flow to couple to a periodic variation of the fluid layer thickness. The

ridges were 50 µm high and 100 µm wide, laid out in a parallel stripe pattern with

one stripe per mm. For the chosen cell height d, the imposed wavenumber k and

the critical wavenumber without forcing kc are related by 5k ∼ 6kc. All of data

on spatially forced patterns presented here are taken from the large aspect ratio,

cylindrical cell (diameter 110d) on the right side of Fig. 3.6. The wedge-shaped
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2.0 cm 6.6 cm

Figure 3.6: Subdivision of the experimental cell into a large aspect ratio cylindrical

cell with forcing (diameter 110d) and a rectangular reference cell without forcing

(side length 33d).
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regions flanking this cell were not part of the analysis; their purpose was convective

heat transport, minimizing thermal inhomogeneities brought about by the paper

sidewalls. The polymer ridges were excluded from a smaller, rectangular cell (side

length 33d) on the left side of Fig. 3.6, providing reference data for comparison

to the forced patterns. Onset in this reference cell was used to determine the

critical temperature difference needed to define the Rayleigh number, as discussed

in Chapter 4.

Experimental visualization of thermal convection patterns. Thermal con-

vection in the Rayleigh-Bénard system is a cooperative flow pattern with warmer

fluid rising in one place and cooler fluid sinking elsewhere to take its place. This al-

ternation between warmer and cooler regions in the flow sets up a spatial variation

of the index of refraction, which we visualize by passing collimated light through

the fluid and imaging the near-field diffraction pattern — essentially, the pattern

itself acts as a phase grating. Thus, stripes in a two-dimensional image of this

pattern correspond to three-dimensional convection rolls in the actual flow. More

information on this “shadowgraph” technique is available in Refs. [38] and [110].

Image Division. In a snapshot of the experimental cell (Fig. 3.7), taken at zero

applied temperature difference using the shadowgraph setup, the polymer ridges

show up as a pattern of dark, blurry stripes. As described earlier, the standard

procedure for dealing with optical inhomogeneities in this apparatus is image di-

vision [38, 88]; we divide by a background image, instead of subtracting, because

inhomogeneities in the background generally introduce multiplicative phase factors

exp(iφ(x)), not additive offsets.
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In the reference cell, as in other unforced convection experiments, the primary

function of image division is signal enhancement near onset. Figure 3.8a shows the

central region of the reference cell in the background image, Fig. 3.8b shows the

same region in an image taken at Ra ∼ Rac, and Fig. 3.8c shows the result obtained

when Fig. 3.8b is divided by Fig. 3.8a. Note the the dramatic enhancement of the

signal variation in Fig. 3.8b, as well as the cancellation of the dust spots and other

localized inhomogeneities appearing in both Figs. 3.8a and 3.8b.

In the forced cell, on the other hand, the situation is more complicated. Shad-

owgraph illumination passes through the convecting fluid twice, once before and

once after reflection off of the silicon mirror, and, thus, the presence of a polymer

ridge pattern in the optical path has a compound effect that does not in gen-

eral divide out; preliminary image division tests with patterns containing 500 µm

wide stripes and other larger features confirmed this prediction of robust optical

artifacts. With thinner features, however, the division process behaves much bet-

ter: Figure 3.8d shows a background image of the central region of our forced

cell, Fig. 3.8e shows the same region in an image taken at Ra ∼ 0.17Rac, and

Fig. 3.8f shows the result after image division. Note that the dark stripes visible in

Figs. 3.8e and 3.8f nearly cancel (we will show in Chapter 4 that total cancellation

is not predicted). At Ra ∼ Rac, where the convection should be much stronger,

the image division process (Figs. 3.8g through 3.8i) reveals a robust underlying

pattern. This trend is practically invisible in the raw images. Image division is

essential at higher Ra as well. Figure 3.9a shows a raw shadowgraph image of a

chaotic state observed at Ra ∼ 2.2Rac. The unusual, low-amplitude structures in

this image, barely visible against the background of horizontal stripes, are readily

observed after image division (Fig. 3.9b).
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Figure 3.7: Raw image of the experimental cell at zero temperature difference,

used for background division of shadowgraph images of convection patterns. The

polymer stripes on the bottom plate show up as dark, horizontal lines.
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background image before image division after image division

a b c

d e f

g h i

Figure 3.8: Image division in the reference and forced cells: (a) Background image

from the reference cell at Ra = 0; (b) Raw image from the same region at Rac;

(c) Result obtained when (b) is divided by (a); (d) Background image from the

forced cell at Ra = 0; (e) Raw image from the same region at 0.17Rac; (f) Result

obtained when (e) is divided by (d); (g) Background image from the forced cell at

Ra = 0, identical to (d); (h) Raw image from the same region at Rac; (i) Result

obtained when (h) is divided by (g).
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before image division after image division

a b

Figure 3.9: Enhancement of pattern features in complex states: (a) Raw image

of chaotic pattern in the forced cell at 2.2Rac; (b) Result obtained when (a) is

divided by the appropriate background image.



Chapter 4

Broken Symmetry and

Bifurcations at Onset

4.1 Introduction

The onset of convection in the classic Rayleigh-Bénard system is a sharp transition

from a uniform, quiescent state to a periodic pattern of parallel convection rolls.

In Chapter 2, we discussed Kelly and Pal’s famous result that, in the presence of

spatially periodic forcing, there is always some convection for any nonzero temper-

ature difference [58]. We also looked at Coullet’s derivation of a Ginzburg-Landau

equation,

∂

∂t
A = εA+

∂2

∂x2
A− A

∣∣A∣∣2 + δ(A∗)n−1 exp(inqx), (4.1)

illustrating how a broken translational symmetry constrains pattern formation in

the spatially forced system [28]. Here, A is a measure of the amplitude of the

convection, defined through

T (x, t) ∼ A(x, t) exp(ikcx) + c.c.+ · · · , (4.2)

68
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ε = Ra/Rac − 1 is the control parameter, and δ represents the strength of the

forcing. The forcing and critical wavevectors, k and kc, are related by the near-

resonance condition mk = n(kc + q), where m and n are integers and q is a small

misfit parameter. Coullet’s approach leads to specific predictions about the form

of the bifurcation at onset. Assuming a resonant response at k′ = kc + q,

T (x, t) ∼ A(x, t) exp(ik′x) + c.c.+ · · · , (4.3)

we apply the transformation A → A exp(iqx) to the amplitude equation (4.1).

Then, a pattern with constant, uniform amplitude is described qualitatively by

the reduced amplitude equation

[
ε− q2

]
A− A3 + δ(A∗)n−1 = 0. (4.4)

Thus, as discussed in Chapter 2, the form of the bifurcation depends on the forcing

wavelength (through the parameter n): the n = 1 case recovers the imperfect

pitchfork bifurcation derived by Kelly and Pal, the n = 2 case predicts a mere

shift in the critical value of the control parameter, and so on.

In this chapter, using a modification of Kelly and Pal’s perturbative approach,

we rederive these bifurcation classes directly from the fundamental equations of

Rayleigh-Bénard convection. The derivation provides quantitative predictions,

which we compare with experimental measurements of convective amplitudes.

These comparisons provide a sensitive test of our understanding of the physics

underlying spatially forced convection.
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4.2 A Perturbative Approach to Spatial Forcing

As discussed elsewhere [11,88,108,111], the fluid dynamical expressions of the laws

of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are, respectively,

∇ · v = 0, (4.5a)( ∂
∂t

+ v · ∇
)
v = −∇P + ν∇2v + αgT ẑ, (4.5b)( ∂

∂t
+ v · ∇

)
T = κ∇2T. (4.5c)

These coupled, nonlinear partial differential equations describe the velocity, pres-

sure, and temperature fields (v, P , and T ) associated with incompressible flow in

a Boussinesq fluid (with kinematic viscosity ν, thermal diffusivity κ, and thermal

expansion coefficient α).

The classic Rayleigh-Bénard problem considers a horizontal fluid layer of height

d, bounded above and below by flat surfaces held at constant, uniform tempera-

tures. In a coordinate system placing the midplane of the layer at z = 0, these

boundary conditions may be written

T (x, y, z)
∣∣∣
z=− d

2

= Tb, (4.6a)

T (x, y, z)
∣∣∣
z= d

2

= Tu = Tb −∆T. (4.6b)

In the case of a fluid at rest (v = 0), Eqns. (4.5) and (4.6) define a characteristic

temperature profile,

T (x, y, z) = Tcond(z) = Tb −∆T
(1

2
+
z

d

)
. (4.7)

If we redefine the temperature field in terms of a perturbation to this conduction

profile,

T (x, y, z) = Tcond(z) +
νκ

αgd3
θ(x, y, z) (4.8)
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and convert Eqns. (4.5) to nondimensional variables, as described elsewhere [33,

88, 108], we arrive at the standard system of equations used to describe Rayleigh-

Bénard convection [33,70],

∇ · v = 0, (4.9a)

1

Pr

( ∂
∂t

+ v · ∇
)
v = −∇p+∇2v + θẑ, (4.9b)( ∂

∂t
+ v · ∇

)
θ = Ra(v · ẑ) +∇2θ. (4.9c)

The system is characterized by two dimensionless parameters, the Rayleigh num-

ber, Ra = αgd3∆T/(νκ), and the Prandtl number, Pr = ν/κ.

The discrete translational symmetry connected with the derivation of the forced

amplitude equation (4.1) can be imposed on the fluid equations in a number of

ways. With flat boundaries held at spatially varying temperatures, for example,

we may replace the usual boundary conditions (4.6) with

T (x, z)
∣∣∣
z=− d

2

= Tb

[
1 + δb cos(kx)

]
, (4.10a)

T (x, z)
∣∣∣
z= d

2

= Tu

[
1 + δu cos(kx− β)

]
. (4.10b)

Likewise, with wavy boundaries held at uniform temperatures, we may replace

Eqns. (4.6) with

T (x, y, z)
∣∣∣
z=d

[
− 1

2
+δb cos(kx)

] = Tb, (4.11a)

T (x, y, z)
∣∣∣
z=d

[
1
2
+δu cos(kx−β)

] = Tu. (4.11b)

As mentioned earlier, these two sets of boundary conditions are essentially equiva-

lent for k ∼ kc (n = 1) forcing. Later, we will explore this result in detail. For now,

let’s restrict our attention to the special case of flat boundaries with a sinusoidal

modulation of the bottom plate temperature: Eqns. (4.10) with δb = δ and δu = 0.
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In the limit of weak forcing near onset, Kelly and Pal argued that the conse-

quences of modulated boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of a pertur-

bation to the classic Rayleigh-Bénard problem [58]. We may clarify this situation

by replacing (4.8) with

T (x, y, z) = Tb −∆T
(1

2
+
z

d

)
+ Tmod(x, z) +

∆T

Ra
θ(x, y, z), (4.12)

where the new term Tmod is chosen so that the temperature field θ in (4.12) vanishes

on the upper and lower boundaries. We may accomplish this without knowledge

of the modulated conduction profile by choosing, for example,

Tmod(x, z) = δbTb

(1

2
− z

d

)
cos(kx) + δuTu

(1

2
+
z

d

)
cos(kx− β); (4.13)

this is equivalent to Kelly and Pal’s approach [58]. On the other hand, for flat

boundaries with a sinusoidal modulation of the bottom plate temperature, the

actual conduction profile is simply the unforced profile plus one extra term pro-

portional to δ,

Tcond(x, z) = Tb −∆T
(1

2
+
z

d

)
+ δTb

sinh((1/2− z/d)kd)

sinh(kd)
cos(kx); (4.14)

if we use this extra term as Tmod, we restore θ to its original role as a perturbation

to conduction profile, as in (4.8). We shall soon see, however, the situation here

is quite different: the modulated conduction profile (4.14) is not a solution to the

fluid equations with modulated boundary conditions. The perturbation formalism

is merely a computational device that takes advantage of the known solution in

the limit δ → 0.

Since convection near onset generates a pattern of straight rolls, we may use

the incompressibility condition to write the velocity in terms of a stream function,

v =
(∂ψ
∂z
, 0, −∂ψ

∂x

)
. (4.15)
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This relation is a special case of the poloidal-toroidal decomposition,

v = δ̂U + ε̂V, (4.16)

where U and V are potentials and

δ̂ =
( ∂
∂x

∂

∂z
,
∂

∂y

∂

∂z
, −(

∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
)
)

(4.17a)

ε̂ =
( ∂
∂y
, − ∂

∂x
, 0

)
, (4.17b)

so that δ̂ · ∇ = ε̂ · ∇ = 0 and δ̂ · ε̂ = 0. In our case, since the problem is two

dimensional, we may choose V = 0 and, thus,

v = δ̂U =
( ∂
∂z

(
∂U

∂x
), 0, − ∂

∂x
(
∂U

∂x
)
)
. (4.18)

Comparing (4.12) and (4.8), we see that the introduction of Tmod adds terms to

the governing equations; each occurrence of θ in Eqns. (4.9) must be replaced with

θ +
Ra

∆T
Tmod. (4.19)

Note that here we follow the usual convention of scaling of temperature by ∆T/Ra,

rather than Kelly and Pal’s unusual ∆T scaling. Two-dimensional equations are

extracted from the Boussinesq Eqns. (4.9) by substituting (4.18) and (4.19) and

applying the operator δ̂· to the Navier-Stokes equation (4.9b) to eliminate the

pressure term:

1

Pr

( ∂
∂t

(δ̂ · δ̂U) + δ̂ · (δ̂U · ∇) δ̂U
)

=( ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
(δ̂ · δ̂U)− ∂2

∂x2

(
θ +

Ra

∆T
Tmod

) (4.20a)

∂

∂t
θ + (δ̂U · ∇)θ = −Ra∂

2U

∂x2

− (δ̂U · ∇)
( Ra
∆T

Tmod

)
+

( ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂z2

)(
θ +

Ra

∆T
Tmod

)
.

(4.20b)
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In this formulation of the problem, the forcing is an explicit part of the govern-

ing equations. That is, the boundary conditions accompanying Eqns. (4.20) are

none other than the homogeneous conditions familiar from unforced convection,

θ =
∂2U

∂x∂z
=
∂2U

∂x2
= 0 at z = ±1

2
(4.21)

(the last two of these equations express the no slip condition on the velocity field).

Following (4.14), we choose a Tmod of the form

Tmod(x, z) = δTb
sinh((1/2− z)k)

sinh(k)
cos(kx), (4.22)

where x, z and k are nondimensionalized using the characteristic length scale d.

Substituting (4.22) into the two-dimensional system (4.20), we arrive at a compact

system of equations for the steady state:

L̂(Ra)

U
θ

 =

M(U,U)

N(U, θ)

 + δ

 P (Ra)

Q(U,Ra)

 , (4.23)

where the operator L̂ is given by

L̂(Ra) =


( ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂z2

)2 ∂2

∂x2
− ∂2

∂x2

−Ra ∂
2

∂x2

( ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
 (4.24)

and, defining L = Tb/∆T , the inhomogeneous terms are given by

M(U,U ′) =
1

Pr

∂

∂x

( ∂2U

∂x∂z

∂

∂x
− ∂2U

∂x2

∂

∂z

)( ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂z2

) ∂
∂x
U ′, (4.25a)

N(U, θ′) =
( ∂2U

∂x∂z

∂

∂x
− ∂2U

∂x2

∂

∂z

)
θ′, (4.25b)

P (Ra) = −k2RaL
sinh((1/2− z)k)

sinh(k)
cos(kx), (4.26a)

Q(U,Ra) = −kRaLsinh((1/2− z)k)

sinh(k)
sin(kx)

∂2U

∂x∂z

+ kRaL
cosh((1/2− z)k)

sinh(k)
cos(kx)

∂2U

∂x2
.

(4.26b)
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Inspecting the steady-state equations (4.23), it is immediately clear that the

conduction state U = θ = 0 is not a steady-state solution — for any Ra > 0, there

is a pattern. Since the modulation enters (4.23) as additive terms proportional

to the forcing strength, the limit of weak forcing (δ � 1) naturally suggests a

perturbation expansion of the fluid variables,

U(x, z) = µU1(x, z) + µ2U2(x, z) + µ3U3(x, z) + · · · , (4.27a)

θ(x, z) = µθ1(x, z) + µ2θ2(x, z) + µ3θ3(x, z) + · · · , (4.27b)

where µ = µ(δ) is a small expansion parameter relating the order of the convec-

tive motion to the forcing strength. In Ref. [58], Kelly and Pal expand both the

Rayleigh number and the wavenumber about their critical values, the values Rac

and kc that define the minimum of the neutral stability curve Ra = Ra0(k). Here,

we will instead fix k and expand the Rayleigh number about the corresponding

value Ra0(k) on the neutral stability curve:

Ra = Ra0 + µ2Ra2 + · · · . (4.28)

By fixing k in this way, our approach applies in principle to any Ra in the vicinity of

the neutral curve, while Kelly and Pal’s calculation only applies near the minimum

of the curve. The expansion (4.28) generates an expansion of the linear operator

L̂ in the steady-state equations:

L̂(Ra) = L̂0 + µ2L̂2 + · · · , (4.29)

where L̂0 = L̂(Ra0) and, for j > 1, L̂j is given by

L̂j =

 0 0

−Raj
∂2

∂x2
0

 . (4.30)
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Substituting Eqns. (4.27) through (4.29) into the two-dimensional system (4.23)

and grouping by powers of µ leads to a sequence of linear problems, where the

inhomogeneous term at order j is determined by the solutions at orders less than

j, the nonlinearities, and the forcing terms. The full solutions at first and second

orders combine at third order to reveal the amplitude equation — the details of

each level of this calculation are discussed below.

4.3 Amplitude Equation for Harmonic Resonance

In this section we follow Kelly and Pal’s classic derivation of the amplitude equa-

tion for Rayleigh-Bénard convection subjected to spatial forcing with k ∼ kc [58].

As discussed above, we fix the wavenumber of the first order solution at k and,

thus, expand about Ra0 = Ra0(k) rather than Rac = Ra0(kc). Motivated by a

comparison of the cubic and constant terms in the expected amplitude equation,

we impose a µ = δ
1
3 scaling law. It follows from this choice that the forcing terms

in Eqns. (4.23) do not enter the expansion until third order, since these terms

are proportional to δ; the lower order structure of the forced convection problem

mirrors what is found in the unforced problem.

4.3.1 O(µ) Problem

There are no contributions from the terms on the right-hand side of Eqns. (4.23)

at order µ. The first level of the expansion, therefore, presents a homogeneous

linear system,

L̂0

U1

θ1

 =

0

0

 . (4.31)
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The x- and z-dependence may be decoupled by assuming the following separation

of variables, U1(x, z)

θ1(x, z)

 =
[
A1 exp(ikx) + c.c.

] f1(z)

g1(z)

 . (4.32)

Substituting this into the linear system (4.31), we arrive at a reduced system

determining the z-dependence of the solution:

L̂z(k)

f1(z)

g1(z)

 =

0

0

 , (4.33)

where the operator L̂z(k) is given by

L̂z(k) =

−( ∂2

∂z2
− k2

)2
k2 k2

k2Ra0

( ∂2

∂z2
− k2

)
 . (4.34)

Eliminating g1(z) yields a sixth-order linear differential equation for f1(z),[( ∂2

∂z2
− k2

)3
+ k2Ra0

]
f1(z) = 0, (4.35)

whose general solution is a sum of six exponentials,

f1(z) =
6∑

n=1

c1n exp(iknz), (4.36)

where the kn are the six roots of
(
k2

n + k2
)3− k2Ra0 = 0. The appearance of k2

n in

this expression shows that these six roots form three pairs, ±q1m, with m = 0, 1, 2.

This leads us to write

f1(z) =
2∑

m=0

[
F a

1m cos(q1mz) + F b
1m sin(q1mz)

]
, (4.37a)

g1(z) =
2∑

m=0

[
Ga

1m cos(q1mz) +Gb
1m sin(q1mz)

]
, (4.37b)

where Gj
1m = (q2

1m + k2)2F j
1m.
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The homogeneous boundary conditions (4.21), applied to the first order solu-

tions U1 and θ1, provide three independent equations for the six unknown coeffi-

cients. Because of the even symmetry of the problem, however, the sine terms can

be dropped, leaving three equations and three unknowns:

2∑
m=0

F1m cos(
q1m

2
) = 0, (4.38a)

2∑
m=0

F1mq1m sin(
q1m

2
) = 0, (4.38b)

2∑
m=0

F1m(q2
1m + k2)2 cos(

q1m

2
) = 0. (4.38c)

For simplicity, we choose a normalization of the solution such that g1(0) = 1. The

determinant of the system (4.38) must equal to zero in order for there to be a

nontrivial solution for the F1m. Note that the steady-state linear problem (4.31)

is an eigenvalue problem with an eigenvalue of σ(Ra0, k) = 0. Thus, the vanishing

determinant of (4.38) implicitly defines the neutral stability curve Ra = Ra0(k).

Locating the minimum of this curve numerically we verify the universal values for

Rayleigh-Bénard convection at onset: kc = 3.117 and Rac = 1708. Then, fitting

the quadratic approximation,

Ra0(k) ≈ Rac

(
1 + ξ2

0(k − kc)
2
)
, (4.39)

at the minimum of the neutral curve, we verify the standard value of the coherence

length: ξ2
0 = 0.1476.
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4.3.2 O(µ2) Problem

At second order, the nonlinearities make their first appearance:

L̂

U2

θ2

 =

B2

C2

 , (4.40)

where the right-hand side is a nonlinear function of the first order solution:

B2 = M(U1, U1)

=
[
(A1)

2 exp(2ikx) + c.c.
]{2k4

Pr

(∂f1

∂z

∂2f1

∂z2
− f1

∂3f1

∂z3

)} (4.41a)

C2 = N(U1, θ1)

=
[
(A1)

2 exp(2ikx) + c.c.
]{
k2

(
f1
∂g1

∂z
− g1

∂f1

∂z

)}
+

∣∣A1

∣∣2{2k2
(
f1
∂g1

∂z
+ g1

∂f1

∂z

)}
.

(4.41b)

The general solution to (4.40) can be writtenU2(x, z)

θ2(x, z)

 =
[
(A1)

2 exp(2ikx) + c.c.
] f2(z)

g2(z)

 +
∣∣A1

∣∣2
 0

h2(z)

 . (4.42)

Substituting Eqn. (4.42) into the linear system (4.40) and matching x-dependent

terms on both sides of the equation, we find that the problem splits into two

subproblems.

The subproblem defining the
∣∣A1

∣∣2 part of the solution,

∂2

∂z2
h2(z) = 2k2

(
f1
∂g1

∂z
+ g1

∂f1

∂z

)
, (4.43)

is fairly straightforward. The structure of the right-hand side is determined by

substituting our solutions for f1(z) and g1(z). This leads to the following solution

for h2(z):

h2(z) = H0 +H1z +
∑

n

H2n sin(p2nz), (4.44)
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where a typical m 6= m′ term in this sum can be written

k2F1mG1m′ + F1m′G1m

q1m ± q1m′
sin((q1m ± q1m′)z).

Note that the p2n take the form of sums and differences of the q1m.

Meanwhile, the subproblem defining the (A1)
2 part of the solution is

L̂z(2k)

f2(z)

g2(z)

 =

2
k4

Pr

(∂f1

∂z

∂2f1

∂z2
− f1

∂3f1

∂z3

)
k2

(
f1
∂g1

∂z
− g1

∂f1

∂z

)
 . (4.45)

The linear operator in this equation has the same form as the corresponding op-

erator in Eqn. (4.33), with 2k replacing k. And so, making use of our calculation

at first order, we arrive at the homogeneous solution immediately:

φ2(z) =
2∑

m=0

Φ2m sin(q2mz), (4.46a)

γ2(z) =
2∑

m=0

Γ2m sin(q2mz) =
2∑

m=0

(q 2
2m + 4k2)2Φ2m sin(q2mz), (4.46b)

where the ±q2m are the six roots of
(
k2

m + 4k2
)3− 4k2Ra0 = 0. Then, substituting

into the right-hand side of (4.45) our solutions for f1(z) and g1(z), we find the

solution,

f2(z) = φ2(z)+
∑

n

F2n sin(p2nz), (4.47a)

g2(z) = γ2(z)+
∑

n

G2n sin(p2nz). (4.47b)

For each of the sine functions in Eqns. (4.47), Eqn. (4.45) generates a separate

inhomogeneous problem connecting the corresponding pair, F2n and G2n, to some
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combination of the F1m and G1m:−(
(q1m ± q1m′)2 + 4k2

)2
4k2 4k2

4k2Ra0 −
(
(q1m ± q1m′)2 + 4k2

)


F2n

G2n


=

−k4F1mF1m′(q1m ± q1m′)(q1m ∓ q1m′)2/Pr

k2(F1mG1m′ − F1m′G1m)(q1m ∓ q1m′)/2

 .

(4.48)

Since the matrix operator in this equation has a nonzero determinant, we can solve

each part of the problem by matrix inversion.

At this point, with five undetermined coefficients — three from the homoge-

neous problem above and two from the expansion of h2 — we need to apply the

boundary conditions (4.21). The θ constraint requires h2 and g2 to vanish at the

boundaries independently. Thus,

h2(±
1

2
) = H0 ±H1

1

2
± h′2(

1

2
) = 0

determines that H0 = 0 and H1 = −2h′2(
1
2
), where

h′2(
1

2
) =

∑
n

H2n sin(
p2n

2
). (4.49)

Finally, the constraints on U2 yield an inhomogeneous system for the Φ2j which

may be solved by inversion:

2∑
j=0

Φ2j sin(
q2j

2
) = −

∑
n

F2n sin(
p2n

2
), (4.50a)

2∑
j=0

Φ2jq2j cos(
q2j

2
) = −

∑
n

F2np2n cos(
p2n

2
), (4.50b)

2∑
j=0

Φ2j(q
2
2j + 4k2)2 sin(

q2j

2
) = −

∑
n

G2n sin(
p2n

2
). (4.50c)
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4.3.3 O(µ3) Problem

At third order, the problem has the same form,

L̂0

U3

θ3

 =

B3

C3

 , (4.51)

but the inhomogeneous terms are more complicated:

B3 = M(U2, U1) +M(U1, U2) + P (Ra0), (4.52a)

C3 = N(U2, θ1) +N(U1, θ2) +Ra2
∂2U1

∂x2
. (4.52b)

Writing the third order solution in the formU3(x, z)

θ3(x, z)

 = exp(ikx)

f3(z)

g3(z)

 + exp(3ikx)

f ′3(z)
g′3(z)

 + c.c., (4.53)

the linear problem (4.51) breaks up into two independent subproblems, one collect-

ing the exp(ikx) terms and one collecting exp(3ikx) terms. We need only consider

the exp(ikx) subproblem,

L̂z(k)

f3(z)

g3(z)

 = A1

 0

−k2Ra2f1

 + A1

∣∣A1

∣∣2
D31(z)

E31(z)

−

P3(z)

0

 , (4.54)

where

D31(z) =
k4

Pr

{
2
∂f2

∂z

( ∂2

∂z2
− k2

)
f1 + 4f2

( ∂3

∂z3
− k2 ∂

∂z

)
f1

− 4
∂f1

∂z

( ∂2

∂z2
− 4k2

)
f2 − 2f1

( ∂3

∂z3
− 4k2 ∂

∂z

)
f2

}
,

(4.55a)

E31(z) = k2
{

2
∂f2

∂z
g1 + 4f2

∂g1

∂z
+ 2

∂f1

∂z
g2 + f1

∂g2

∂z
+ f1

∂h2

∂z

}
, (4.55b)

and P3 represents the forcing term P (Ra0) in (4.52a),

P3(z) = k2Ra0
L

2

sinh((1/2− z)k)

sinh(k)
. (4.56)
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At this point, we invoke a solvability condition known as the Fredholm Alter-

native Theorem. Consider the problem

|M̂ψ〉 = |w〉, (4.57)

where M̂ is some operator acting on the state vector |ψ〉, and assume that |M̂ψ〉 =

0 has a nontrivial solution. In this case, the theorem states that (4.57) has a

solution if and only if 〈ζ|w〉 = 0 for every |ζ〉 which solves the adjoint problem,

|M̂ †ζ〉 = 0. (4.58)

One direction of the proof is easy: assuming (4.57) has a solution |ψ〉, then

〈ζ|w〉 = 〈ζ|M̂ψ〉 = 〈M̂ †ζ|ψ〉 = 0|ψ〉 (4.59)

for every solution |ζ〉 of (4.58). This theorem applies to Eqn. (4.54) because,

recalling our experience with the L̂z operator at order µ in the expansion, we

know that the homogeneous part of (4.54) has a nontrivial solution. Therefore any

solution to the adjoint problem

L̂†

ζ1
ζ2

 =

0

0

 (4.60)

is orthogonal to the right-hand side of Eqn. (4.54). Looking back at Eqns. (4.33)

and (4.34), we see that the functions ζ1 = f1 and ζ2 = g1/Ra0 solve (4.60). Using

this solution as
〈
ζ
∣∣ and the right side of Eqn. (4.54) as

∣∣w〉
, the orthogonality

condition becomes the following condition on the amplitudes:

Ra2

Ra0

α0A1 − α1A1

∣∣A1

∣∣2 + α2 = 0, (4.61)
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with the coefficients αj given by

α0 = k2

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

f1g1 dz, (4.62a)

α1 =

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

(
f1D31 +

g1

Ra0

E31

)
dz, (4.62b)

α2 =

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

f1P3 dz. (4.62c)

Dividing through by α0Rac/Ra0 and making factors of δ explicit by substituting

the scaling laws Ra2 ∼ (Ra − Ra0)/δ
2
3 and A ∼ δ

1
3A1, we arrive at our primary

result,

Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

A− g0(k)A
∣∣A∣∣2 + c1(k)δL = 0. (4.63)

The linear term of the amplitude equation expresses the growth rate prescribed

by the instability, as Cross and Hohenberg note [33], and the cubic nonlinearity

has the usual form, as in (4.1). We also recognize that the influence of forcing,

apart from selecting k, is entirely confined to the last term in the equation, again

conforming to Eqn. (4.1). We can see by inspection that A = 0 is not a solution

to the amplitude equation. We therefore emphasize, once again, that even a very

small value of the forcing amplitude δ has the qualitatively significant effect of

producing some convection for any positive value of Ra.

Solutions to the amplitude equation can be written A = R exp(iΦ). Equations

for R and Φ are obtained by separating (4.63) into real and imaginary parts,

Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

R− g0(k)R
3 + c1(k)δL cos(Φ) = 0, (4.64a)

−c1(k)δL sin(Φ) = 0. (4.64b)

Thus, Φ is an integer multiple of π, i.e. Φ = jπ, and R solves

Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

R− g0(k)R
3 + c1(k)δL(−1)j = 0. (4.65)
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The zeros in Eqns. (4.63) and (4.64) originate with the steady-state condition

applied to obtain (4.23). Replacing the zeros with time-derivatives of R and Φ,

we can use the standard analysis of dynamics near a fixed point to determine the

stability of our solutions: one of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix associated

with Eqn. (4.64) is −c1δL(−1)j and, thus, only for even j is the solution stable

(assuming c1 > 0). In this case, the forced pattern is in phase with the modulation

and describes an imperfect bifurcation,

Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

R− g0(k)R
3 + c1(k)δL = 0. (4.66)

Evaluating the cubic coefficient g0 at k = kc, we find the following dependence

on the Prandtl number:

g0(Pr) = 4.474 · 10−6 − 3.016 · 10−8

Pr
+

5.324 · 10−8

Pr2
. (4.67)

If we rescale amplitude by A→ A
√

0.6995/g0(∞), g0 matches the Prandtl number

dependence quoted in Cross and Hohenberg [33]:

g0(Pr) = 0.6995− 0.0047

Pr
+

0.0083

Pr2
. (4.68)

Rescaling by
√

13.05/g0(∞), on the other hand, we recover the value of g0 quoted

by Kelly and Pal for k = kc [58]. Their expression for the coefficient α2 is slightly

different than (4.62c) above, since they effectively use

Tmod(x, z) = δTb

(1

2
− z

d

)
cos(kx), (4.69)

rather than (4.22). Nevertheless, we find that both methods yield the same value

for the forcing coefficient; e.g. c1(kc) = 0.1464 in the units chosen in Ref. [58].

As additional check of this computation, we consider an experimentally mea-

surable quantity: the exp(ikx) component of the z-average over the dimensionless
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temperature field. Integrating over (4.12) and using our choice for Tmod (4.22),

together with the first order solution for the θ field (4.32), this quantity can be

written [
δL

cosh(k)− cosh(0)

2k sinh(k)

]
Ra+ A

∫ 1/2

−1/2

g1(z)dz. (4.70)

The first term is proportional to Ra and follows from the spatial structure of

the conduction profile (through Tmod). The second term is the solution to our

amplitude equation (with phase Φ = 0),

Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

A− g0(k)A
3 + c1(k)δL = 0. (4.71)

Through the solvability condition, the coefficients of this equation are derived in

terms of projections onto the linear eigenvector functions f1(z) and g1(z) at Ra0.

As an extension of this method, we may instead project onto the linear eigenvector

at each particular value of Ra. This leads to a generalized amplitude equation,

a0(k,Ra)A− g0(k,Ra)A
3 + c1(k,Ra)δL = 0. (4.72)

Alternatively, we may discard the amplitude equation approach and compute a

numerical solution to the modulated fluid equations more directly. A popular

technique, know as the Galerkin method, involves numerical projection onto a

truncated set of basis functions that satisfy the boundary conditions [19].

Figure 4.1 compares results obtained from the amplitude equations to those

obtained from a Galerkin code written by Werner Pesch: the red curve is obtained

when the imperfect bifurcation (4.71) is used to compute A in Eqn. (4.70), the

green curve is obtained when the generalized amplitude equation (4.72) is used

instead of (4.71), and the blue curve is obtained from the Galerkin solution. All

three curves are computed for k = 3.8, δ = 0.05, and Pr = 0.9 and they all coincide

in the vicinity of Ra0(k), which equals 1812 for k = 3.8.
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Figure 4.1: Quantitative measures describing a smooth transition at onset (theory):

vertical average over modulated temperature field obtained from the imperfect

bifurcation (4.71) (red curve), from the extended amplitude equation (4.72) (green

curve), and from a Galerkin solution (blue curve). The methods all agree in the

vicinity of Ra0(k), which equals 1812 for k = 3.8.
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4.4 Wavy Boundary Formalism

Kelly and Pal argued that, to order δ, harmonic forcing by wavy boundaries (4.11)

is equivalent to the modulated temperature case (4.10) considered above. To verify

this systematically we consider a change of coordinates which maps the physical

coordinates (x, z) of the modulated system to a homogeneous system of coordinates

(x′, z′), defined by

x′ = x, z′ = d
( z − d/2

d(1− δm(x))
+

1

2

)
; (4.73)

these expressions were chosen to give z′ = d/2 at the upper boundary (z = d/2)

and z′ = −d/2 at the lower boundary (z = d
[
− 1

2
+ δm(x)

]
). To rewrite the

fundamental fluid equations (4.5) in these new coordinates, we must transform the

gradient and Laplacian operators. Using the chain rule and expanding in powers

of δ � 1, (4.73) leads to

∇ → ∇′ + δĜ1 + δ2Ĝ2 + · · · , (4.74a)

∇2 → ∇′2 + δD̂1 + δ2D̂2 + · · · , (4.74b)

where

Ĝ1 =
{[

(z′ − d

2
)
∂m

∂x′

] ∂

∂z′
, 0, m

∂

∂z′

}
, (4.75)

D̂1 = (z′ − d/2)
(
2
∂m

∂x′
∂2

∂x′∂z′
+
∂2m

∂x′2
∂

∂z′

)
+ 2m

∂2

∂z′2
, (4.76)

and so on. In this way, we approach wavy boundaries as a perturbation to the

unforced system and can, therefore, easily recognize the correspondence between

this problem and the modulated temperature problem. We also determine where

this correspondence begins to break down.
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First, as in the classic Rayleigh-Bénard system, we break the temperature field

into two components, one solving the heat conduction problem,

∇2Tcond = 0, (4.77)

and one describing the flow. Let m(x′) = cos(nkx′). To solve (4.77) in the new

coordinate system, we expand the solution in powers of δ,

Tcond = Tcond,0 + δTcond,1 + δ2Tcond,2 + · · · , (4.78)

and use (4.74b). At O(1), we find a familiar problem,

∇′2Tcond,0 = 0, (4.79)

with homogeneous boundary conditions. The solution is simply

Tcond,0(z
′) = Tb −∆T

(1

2
+
z′

d

)
, (4.80)

in analogy to (4.7). Then at O(δ), the problem gets more complicated,

∇′2Tcond,1 = −D̂1Tcond,0, (4.81)

and the solution contains elements of the forcing,

Tcond,1(x
′, z′) = ∆T

[z′
d
− 1

2
+

sinh((1/2− z′/d) nkd)

sinh(nkd)

]
cos(nkx′). (4.82)

The calculation can be carried out indefinitely, but for our purposes here we only

need to compute out to first order. Writing

T (x′, y′, z′) = Tcond(x
′, z′) +

∆T

Ra
θ(x′, y′, z′), (4.83)

and converting to dimensionless variables as before, we arrive at the modulated
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Boussinesq equations for the wavy boundary geometry:

1

Pr

( ∂
∂t

+ v · ∇′)v = −∇p+∇′2v + θẑ′

+
Ra

∆T
Tcondẑ

′ − 1

Pr

(
v · (δĜ1 + · · · )

)
v + (δD̂1 + · · · )v,

(4.84a)

( ∂
∂t

+ v · ∇′)θ = ∇′2θ +Ra(v · ẑ′)

− Ra

∆T

(
v · ∇′)(Tcond − Tcond,0)−

Ra

∆T

(
v · (δĜ1 + · · · )

)
Tcond

−
(
v · (δĜ1 + · · · )

)
θ + (δD̂1 + · · · )θ.

(4.84b)

We left the original ∇ in the pressure term of (4.84a), since we use the incom-

pressibility condition to eliminate this term. Following our earlier calculation, we

achieve this elimination using the δ̂ operator,

δ̂ =
( ∂
∂x

∂

∂z
, 0, − ∂2

∂x2

)
. (4.85)

This too must be transformed into the new coordinates:

δ̂ = Î0 + δÎ1 + δ2Î2 + · · · , (4.86)

where

Î0 =
( ∂

∂x′
∂

∂z′
, 0, − ∂2

∂x′2
)
, (4.87)

Î1 =
(
m

∂2

∂x′∂z′
+
∂m

∂x′
∂

∂z′
+ (z′ − d/2)

∂m

∂x′
∂2

∂z′2
, 0,

− (z′ − d/2)
(
2
∂m

∂x′
∂2

∂x′∂z′
+
∂2m

∂x′2
∂

∂z′
))
,

(4.88)

and so on.

Introducing v = δ̂U and applying δ̂· to (4.84a), using the Îj notation, the

leading terms of the steady-state momentum equation are

Î0 · Î0∇′2U + (Î0 · ẑ′)θ =
1

Pr
Î0 ·

(
(Î0U · ∇′)Î0U

)
− Ra

∆T
(Î0 · ẑ′)Tcond,0

− δ
Ra

∆T

[
(Î1 · ẑ′)Tcond,0 + (Î0 · ẑ′)Tcond,1

]
− δ

[
Î1 · (∇′2Î0)U + Î0 · (∇′2Î1)U + (Î1 · ẑ′)θ + Î0 · (D̂1Î0U)

]
.

(4.89)
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Many of these terms are recognizable from our earlier calculation. The left-hand

side, for example,

Î0 · Î0∇′2U + (Î0 · ẑ′)θ =
( ∂2

∂x′2
+

∂2

∂z′2
)2 ∂2

∂x′2
U − ∂2

∂x′2
θ, (4.90)

represents the action of the top row of the L̂(Ra) operator (4.24) in primed coor-

dinates. Similarly, the first term on the right hand side mimics the nonlinearity

M(U,U) and the three Tcond terms mimic the forcing term P (Ra), defined earlier

in (4.25a) and (4.26a), respectively:

1

Pr
Î0 ·

(
(Î0U · ∇′)Î0U

)
= M ′(U,U)

=
1

Pr

∂

∂x′
( ∂2U

∂x′∂z′
∂

∂x′
− ∂2U

∂x′2
∂

∂z′
)( ∂2

∂x′2
+

∂2

∂z′2
) ∂

∂x′
U,

(4.91)

and

− Ra

∆T
(Î0 · ẑ′)Tcond,0 − δ

Ra

∆T

[
(Î1 · ẑ′)Tcond,0 + (Î0 · ẑ′)Tcond,1

]
= δ P ′(Ra)

= −δn2k2Ra
sinh((1/2− z′) k)

sinh(k)
cos(kx′).

(4.92)

The leading terms of the steady-state energy equation are

Ra(Î0 · ẑ′)U +∇′2θ = (Î0U · ∇′)θ − δRa(Î1 · ẑ′)U − δD̂1θ

+ δ
Ra

∆T

[
(Î0U · ∇′)Tcond,1 + (Î0U · Ĝ1)Tcond,0

] (4.93)

and, again, many of the terms are recognizable. The left-hand side,

Ra(Î0 · ẑ′)U +∇′2θ = −Ra ∂2

∂x′2
U +

( ∂2

∂x′2
+

∂2

∂z′2
)
θ, (4.94)

represents the action of the bottom row of the L̂(Ra) operator (4.24) in primed

coordinates. Similarly, the first term on the right hand side mimics the nonlinearity

N(U, θ) and the two Tcond terms mimic the forcing term Q(U,Ra), defined earlier

in (4.25b) and (4.26b), respectively:

(Î0U · ∇′)θ = N ′(U, θ) =
( ∂2U

∂x′∂z′
∂

∂x′
− ∂2U

∂x′2
∂

∂z′
)
θ, (4.95)
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and

δ
Ra

∆T
(Î0U · ∇′)Tcond,1 + δ

Ra

∆T
(Î0U · Ĝ1)Tcond,0 = δ Q′(U,Ra)

= δ
[
− 2kRa

sinh((1/2− z′)2k)

sinh(2k)
sin(2kx′)

∂2U

∂x′∂z′

+ 2kRa
cosh((1/2− z′)2k)

sinh(2k)
cos(2kx′)

∂2U

∂x′2

]
.

(4.96)

We can, therefore, summarize the wavy boundary problem in a form which mirrors

that of the flat boundary problem (4.23):

L̂′(Ra)

U
θ

 =

M ′(U,U)

N ′(U, θ)

 + δ

 P ′(Ra)

Q′(U,Ra)

 + δ

 R′(U)

S ′(U, θ, Ra)

 , (4.97)

where the last term on the right represents all of the new contributions arising

from the wavy boundaries,

R′(U) = −
[
Î1 · (∇′2Î0)U + Î0 · (∇′2Î1)U

+ (Î1 · ẑ′)θ + Î0 · (D̂1Î0U)
]
,

(4.98a)

S ′(U, θ,Ra) = −Ra(Î1 · ẑ′)U − D̂1θ. (4.98b)

To determine the consequences of the new terms for the flow, we simply add

back in the scaling assumptions we used earlier. For harmonic resonance, where

the forcing wavenumber is near kc, we expand in powers of δ
1
3 out to order δ. In

this case, there are no new terms to consider: except for the references to the

primed coordinates, the calculation proceeds exactly as described earlier, provided

our original choice of the function Tmod (4.22) is replaced with

Tmod(x, z) = δ∆T
sinh((1/2− z)k)

sinh(k)
cos(kx). (4.99)

Therefore, the only difference between the two types of boundary conditions is the

factor of ∆T replacing the factor Tb in (4.22). This change sets L equal to 1 and
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the two situations are otherwise quantitatively identical, as indicated by Kelly and

Pal. This comparison also highlights an interesting feature of the physics: there is

no difference between the two forcing schemes if the strength of the flat boundary

temperature modulation were proportional to ∆T instead of a constant, i.e. if

Eqns. (4.10) were replaced with

T (x, z)
∣∣∣
z=− d

2

= Tb + δb∆T cos(kx), (4.100a)

T (x, z)
∣∣∣
z= d

2

= Tu + δu∆T cos(kx− β). (4.100b)

We note, as well, that the correspondence between the two types of boundary

conditions rests on a scaling assumption that excludes new terms from the analysis.

Since the δ
1
3 scaling is particular to the harmonic forcing regime k ∼ kc, we ex-

pect in general that the correspondence breaks down outside this regime (k 6∼ kc).

Moreover, near other resonances, k ∼ nkc with n 6= 1, different scaling relations

emerge and the new terms associated with wavy boundaries may contribute signifi-

cantly to the amplitude equation analysis. We return to this interesting possibility

at the end of this chapter.

4.5 Experimental Results on Harmonic Resonance

As discussed in Chapter 3, shadowgraphy provides quantitative information about

convective flow: with the convection cell nearly in focus, background-divided im-

ages of stripe patterns of wavenumber k are a linear function of the temperature

field:

S(x) ≡ I(x,∆T )

I0(x)
− 1 = G

( k
kc

)2 〈T (x)〉z, (4.101)

where I(x,∆T ) is a raw shadowgraph image, I0(x) ≡ I(x, 0) is a background image

taken at zero temperature difference, and the unknown scale factor G contains
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the various physical parameters of the optical arrangement [38]. Through this

relation, the modulus of the exp(ikx) component of S(x) provides a measure of

the convective amplitude. In this section, we use this measure to compare the

theory to experimental results.

The shadowgraph measurement takes an average along the optical axis, the di-

rection perpendicular to the fluid layer. In the reference cell, this average wipes out

any contribution from the conduction profile. Near onset, we may use Eqns. (4.8)

and (4.32) to write

S(x, y) = G

∫ 1/2

−1/2

∆T

Ra
θ(x, y, z) dz

= G′
∫ 1/2

−1/2

g1(z)A dz
[
exp(ikcx) + c.c.

]
,

(4.102)

absorbing constants into a new scale factor G′. Since there is a slight rounding of

the bifurcation in the reference cell, due to static sidewall forcing, we use a generic

imperfect bifurcation to describe onset,

[ ∆T

∆Tc

− 1
]
|A| − g0|A|3 + c0 = 0. (4.103)

Here, the cubic coefficient g0 is theoretically known (see Eqn. (4.67) above) and the

unknown parameter c0 models the effect of the sidewall. Changing variables from

the arbitrary units of the theoretical amplitude A to the dimensionless physical

units of the shadowgraph amplitude AS = G′〈g1〉zA, we arrive at

[ ∆T

∆Tc

− 1
]
|AS| − b1|AS|3 + b2 = 0, (4.104)

where b1 = g0/(G
′〈g1〉z)2 and G′〈g1〉z c0. Fitting this model to amplitude data

from the reference cell, we measured onset at ∆Tc = (1.182± 0.009) ◦C and values

for b1 and b2. From the measured value of b1 and known values of g0 and 〈g1〉z,

we compute the system-specific shadowgraph scale factor G′. In the units chosen
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earlier, 〈g1〉z = 0.611 and, running our experiment near Pr ∼ 0.9, the theoretical

value of the cubic coefficient is g0(Pr) = 4.51 · 10−6. These yield G′ = 6.75 · 10−4.

Then, from the measured value of b2, we estimate the phenomenological sidewall

forcing parameter to be c0 = 0.107.

In the forced cell, the conduction profile has a spatially-varying component,

which we represent with the function Tmod. This adds a second term to the shad-

owgraph signal,

S(x, y) = G
( k
kc

)2
∫ 1/2

−1/2

[
Tmod(x, z) +

∆T

Ra
θ(x, y, z)

]
dz, (4.105)

and, using (4.32) and our wavy boundary result (4.99), the exp(ikx) component

of this signal can be written as a sum of two terms,

AS = G′( k
kc

)2
[(
δ
cosh(k)− cosh(0)

2k sinh(k)

)
Ra+ 〈g1〉zA

]
. (4.106)

However, since the the term in brackets is valid for Ra in the vicinity of Ra0(k), we

use the Galerkin results instead, which allows us to fit the entire curve. Holding

Pr at 0.9, the free parameters in the Galerkin code are k and δ. We also use a

multiplicative scale factor, analogous to G′(k/kc)
2, as a third free parameter.

The results of the two fits are shown in Fig. 4.2. The green diamonds show

the onset of convection and, shortly above onset, chaos in the reference cell. The

black dashed line represents square root law, A =
√
ε/b1, obtained by fitting the

amplitude equation (4.104) to the reference cell data near the bifurcation. The

blue circles represent the smooth transition in the forced cell. The red curve is the

scaled fit of the Galerkin solution to the forced cell data. The excellent agreement

in the forced cell is a strong indication that the steady-state equations correctly

describe the physics of spatially modulated convection.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of experiment and theory at onset: onset of convection and

chaos in the reference cell (green diamonds), empirical square root law in reference

cell (black dashed line), smooth transition in the forced cell (blue circles), and

Galerkin fit in forced cell (red line)
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The parameters emerging from the fits are encouraging as well. The wavenum-

ber value obtained from the Galerkin fit is k = 3.88, in agreement with the ex-

perimentally measured result k = (3.74± 0.17). The value of the forcing strength

emerging from the Galerkin fit, δ = 0.0483, has the correct order of magnitude but

is roughly 3 times larger than the purely geometrical value predicted by computing

the fundamental mode of the boundary profile. This order of magnitude agreement

is gratifying, since we know that the SU-8 is not an excellent thermal conductor

and the true boundary conditions are, therefore, likely to be a complicated com-

bination of thermal and wavy boundary forcing.

Meanwhile, the scale factor obtained from the Galerkin fit is 2.30 · 10−4. Since

the Galerkin code uses cos(kx) functions instead of complex exponentials of the

form exp(ikx) + c.c., we must multiply this scale factor by 2 to match the units

of the amplitude equation fit; this gives us an experimental value of 4.60 · 10−4.

The theoretical value, based on (4.106), is the value G′ obtained from the reference

cell multiplied by the factor (k/kc)
2; this equals 1.05 · 10−3. Thus, the measured

amplitudes are attenuated to 44% of their expected values. This effect clearly

originates with the SU-8 and even has the right order of magnitude: the background

image is approximately half filled with dark, out-of-focus bands where light passing

through the polymer stripes is diffused and scattered. Because of this effect, image

division is essential component of the analysis, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Finally, if we use these values to compute the imperfection parameter δc1(k) in

the amplitude equation (4.63), we obtain the value 10.8, two orders of magnitude

larger than the analogous reference cell parameter c0. This quantification of the

pronounced rounding of the transition in the forced cell underlines the prediction

that this is a harmonic resonance, having nothing to do with sidewall forcing.
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4.6 Subharmonic Resonance

Finally, we return to the question of other bifurcations at onset. There is an in-

teresting tension between the quantitative and qualitative viewpoints here: on one

hand, we have Kelly and Pal’s prediction of convection at all Ra and, on the other

hand, we have Coullet’s prediction of various nonlinear resonances determining the

form of the bifurcation. Are sharp bifurcations possible in the forced system? This

section offers a preliminary theoretical and experimental analysis of this tension.

Our derivation of the imperfect bifurcation for harmonic resonance (k ∼ kc)

rests on an assumption about how amplitude scales with δ. Other scaling relations

are found, using Coullet’s qualitative theory (4.1), if we consider different relation-

ships between k and kc. With k ∼ 2kc, for example, a linear term proportional to

δ replaces the constant term and, then, we expect A ∼ δ
1
2 scaling. In this case, the

predicted bifurcation is sharp, as in the unforced system, but the critical value of

the Rayleigh number is shifted. A quantitative derivation of this effect is obtained

by modifying the perturbative analysis to use the A ∼ δ
1
2 scaling assumption, as

described below.

This calculation follows the same sequence of steps as the harmonic resonance

calculation. The essential difference is that, here, the response is at one half the

forcing wavenumber. To match the notation used earlier, we use k and 2k (instead

of k/2 and k), respectively, to denote these two wavenumbers. Thus, we begin by

replacing our choice of Tmod (4.22) with

Tmod(x, z) = δTb
sinh((1− 2z)k)

sinh(2k)
cos(2kx). (4.107)

This changes the definitions of the forcing terms P (Ra) and Q(U,Ra) used in the
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steady-state equations (4.23) to

P (Ra) = −4k2RaL
sinh((1− 2z)k)

sinh(2k)
cos(2kx), (4.108a)

Q(U,Ra) = −2kRaL
sinh((1− 2z)k)

sinh(2k)
sin(2kx)

∂2U

∂x∂z

+ 2kRaL
cosh((1− 2z)k)

sinh(2k)
cos(2kx)

∂2U

∂x2
.

(4.108b)

The first order solution is exactly the same as before. At second order, the forcing

makes its first appearance, with

B2 = M(U1, U1) + P (Ra0) (4.109)

replacing Eqn. (4.41a). This adds a term to the solution,U2(x, z)

θ2(x, z)

 =
[
(A1)

2 exp(2ikx) + c.c.
] f2(z)

g2(z)

 +
∣∣A1

∣∣2
 0

h2(z)


+

[
exp(2ikx) + c.c.

] f̃2(z)

g̃2(z)

 .

(4.110)

The functions f2, g2, and h2 are the same as before and the new functions f̃2 and

g̃2 are found by solving

L̂z(2k)

f̃2(z)

g̃2(z)

 =

−2k2Ra0L
sinh((1− 2z)k)

sinh(2k)

0

 . (4.111)

Following Eqns. (4.37) and (4.47), we write

f̃2(z) =
2∑

m=0

(
F̃ a

2m cos(p2mz) + F̃ b
2m sin(p2mz)

)
, (4.112a)

g̃2(z) =
2∑

m=0

(
G̃a

2m cos(p2mz) + G̃b
2m sin(p2mz)

)
− 1

2
Ra0L

sinh((1− 2z)k)

sinh(2k)
(4.112b)

where G̃j
2m = (p 2

2m + 4k2)2F̃ j
2m (with j = a, b). Note that the forcing term breaks

the even symmetry we had before. Thus, instead of three unknowns (as in (4.38)
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and (4.50)), we have six. The system determining these is invertible:

2∑
j=0

(
F̃ a

2m cos(
p2m

2
)± F̃ b

2m sin(
p2m

2
)
)

= 0, (4.113a)

2∑
j=0

(
∓ F̃ a

2mp2j sin(
p2m

2
) + F̃ b

2mp2j cos(
p2m

2
)
)

= 0, (4.113b)

2∑
j=0

(p 2
2j + 4k2)2

(
F̃ a

2m cos(
p2m

2
) + F̃ b

2m sin(
p2m

2
)
)

= 0, (4.113c)

2∑
j=0

(p 2
2j + 4k2)2

(
F̃ a

2m cos(
p2m

2
)− F̃ b

2m sin(
p2m

2
)
)

=
Ra0L

2
. (4.113d)

At third order, Eqns. (4.52) are replaced by

B3 = M(U2, U1) +M(U1, U2), (4.114)

C3 = N(U2, θ1) +N(U1, θ2) +Ra2
∂2U1

∂x2
+Q(U1, Ra0); (4.115)

note the presence of the flow-dependent forcing term Q(U,Ra), which did not play

a role in the harmonic forcing problem. Projecting the third order problem onto

exp(ikx), we find:

L̂z(k)

f3(z)

g3(z)

 = A1

 0

−k2Ra2f1

 + A1

∣∣A1

∣∣2
D31(z)

E31(z)


+ A∗

1

 D̃31(z)

Ẽ31(z) +Q3(z)

 .

(4.116)

The A∗ term replaces the constant term in (4.54). The function Q3(z) represents

the third order forcing term Q(U1, Ra0) in (4.115),

Q3(z) = k2Ra0L
{sinh((1− 2z)k)

sinh(2k)

∂f1

∂z
− k

cosh((1− 2z)k)

sinh(2k)
f1

}
, (4.117)

and the functions D̃31(z) and Ẽ31(z) represent the third order legacy of the second
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order forcing term P (Ra0) in (4.109),

D̃31(z) =
k4

Pr

{
2
∂f̃2

∂z

( ∂2

∂z2
− k2

)
f1 + 4f̃2

( ∂3

∂z3
− k2 ∂

∂z

)
f1

− 4
∂f1

∂z

( ∂2

∂z2
− 4k2

)
f̃2 − 2f1

( ∂3

∂z3
− 4k2 ∂

∂z

)
f̃2

}
,

(4.118a)

Ẽ31(z) = k2
{

2
∂f̃2

∂z
g1 + 4f̃2

∂g1

∂z
+ 2

∂f1

∂z
g̃2 + f1

∂g̃2

∂z

}
. (4.118b)

Invoking the solvability criterion once again, we arrive at our new amplitude

equation:

Ra2

Ra0

α0A1 − α1A1

∣∣A1

∣∣2 − α2A
∗
1 = 0, (4.119)

with the coefficients αj given by

α0 = k2

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

f1g1 dz, (4.120a)

α1 =

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

(
f1D31 +

g1

Ra0

E31

)
dz, (4.120b)

α2 =

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

(
f1D̃31 +

g1

Ra0

(Ẽ31 +Q3)
)

dz. (4.120c)

Dividing through by α0Rac/Ra0 and making factors of delta explicit through the

scaling laws Ra2 ∼ (Ra−Ra0)/δ and A ∼ δ
1
2A1, we arrive at our result:

Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

A− g0(k)A
∣∣A∣∣2 − c2(k)δL A

∗ = 0. (4.121)

The effect of the forcing term is actually quite small: forcing at 2kc and fixing

Pr = 0.9, we find c2(kc) = 0.0351.

As before, we write solutions in the form A = R exp(iΦ) and split the amplitude

equation (4.63) into real and imaginary parts,

Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

R− g0(k)R
3 − c2(k)δLR cos(2Φ) = 0, (4.122a)

c2(k)δLR sin(2Φ) = 0. (4.122b)
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Here, 2Φ is an integer multiple of π, 2Φ = jπ, and R solves

Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

R− g0(k)R
3 − c2(k)δLR(−1)j = 0. (4.123)

One of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix associated with Eqns. (4.122) is

c2δLR(−1)j and, thus, only for odd j will the solution be stable (since c2(kc) > 0).

In this case, the pattern and the modulation are ±π/2 out of phase, which means

that the peaks of the convective temperature profile are predicted to line up with

troughs in the modulation; this is not the picture suggested by Bhattacharjee [18].

Meanwhile, R is given by the pitchfork bifurcation[Ra−Ra0(k)

Rac

+ c2(k)δL
]
R− g0(k)R

3 = 0. (4.124)

The critical value of Ra is, therefore, shifted to Ra0(k)− c2(k)δLRac. This desta-

bilization of the R = 0 solution, resulting from subharmonic resonance, confirms

Coullet’s qualitative analysis.

For this n = 2 resonance, unlike the n = 1 resonance considered earlier, the

wavy boundary problem is not isomorphic to the modulated temperature prob-

lem. Here, due to the δ
1
2 scaling, the new functions Q′, R′, and S ′ appearing in

Eqn. (4.97) do contribute to the amplitude equation. The qualitative form of the

amplitude equation is the same as in (4.121), but the forcing coefficient c2 emerg-

ing from the calculation is considerably larger than that found in the temperature

modulation case: forcing at 2kc and fixing Pr = 0.9, we find c2(kc) = 2.03, over

55 times larger than the value of c2 quoted above. Evidently, higher order effects

arising from the wavy boundaries have a pronounced effect on the flow.

The prediction of convective flow at all Ra, which this shifted pitchfork bifur-

cation seems to contradict, does not rely on any scaling assumptions or restrictions

in the forcing wavenumber; U = θ = 0 simply isn’t a solution to the modulated hy-
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Figure 4.3: Shadowgraph image of a subharmonic resonance pattern near onset

(ε ∼ 0.14), with one pattern wavelength (λ = 2 mm) for every two wavelengths of

the forcing and a grain boundary between two equivalent configurations.

drodynamic system (4.20). How then do we reconcile this smooth transition with

the sharp transition predicted above? The answer is simple: the two transitions are

concerned with responses at different wavenumbers, a subharmonic response at one

half the forcing wavenumber and a harmonic response at the forcing wavenumber.

To explore this idea experimentally, we raised the cell height in our apparatus

to (0.961 ± 0.048) mm; with the modulation wavelength still fixed at 1 mm, this

cell height gives a modulation wavenumber of roughly 1.94kc and we can expect

that this arrangement falls into the 2kc regime considered above. Then, increasing

∆T from zero in small steps, we observe a sharp transition in the forced cell near

∆Tc ∼ 0.24. Above this transition, the spatially forced patterns have thick rolls like

those shown in Fig. 4.3. A cut through the Fourier modulus of this pattern, shown
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Figure 4.4: Spectrum analysis of a subharmonic resonance pattern near onset

(ε ∼ 0.14). The fundamental Fourier peak (k ∼ 3) occurs at one half the forcing

wavenumber 2k.
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Figure 4.5: Fundamental modes of a subharmonic resonance pattern for k ∼ 1.94kc

(red curve), a harmonic resonance pattern for k ∼ 1.2kc (blue curve), and the

modulation (dashed curve); the subharmonic pattern is π/2 out of phase with the

modulation.
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in Fig. 4.4, reveals a strong response at the modulation wavenumber (6.04± 0.32),

along with a subharmonic response at (2.92± 0.18). Extracting the fundamental

mode of this spectrum produces the red curve in shown in Fig. 4.5. The blue curve

represents the fundamental mode of a harmonic resonance pattern observed for

k = 1.2kc at the same value of ε. The black curve represents the fundamental

mode of the modulation, for comparison. Note that the harmonic pattern is in

phase with the modulation, while the subharmonic pattern is π/2 out of phase

with bright stripes centered between bright stripes in the background image, as

predicted by our analysis. The two domains visible in Fig. 4.3 represent the two

possible configurations of a subharmonic pattern with this π/2 shift.

The forcing peak is present for all nonzero applied temperature differences

(Fig. 4.6, blue circles), while the subharmonic peak is only present above a critical

temperature difference (Fig. 4.6, red squares). This critical value is very close to

the value at which onset occurs in the reference cell (Fig. 4.6, green diamonds),

in agreement with our wavy boundary calculation, which predicts that the shift

should be on the order of five thousandths of a degree Celsius. Unfortunately, the

reference cell data is distorted and we cannot directly measure the magnitude and

direction of this shift. The harmonic response in the forced cell is also distorted; for

some reason image division is not working as well in this regime. Nevertheless, the

sharp bifurcation in the subharmonic response is quite clean and it is fully apparent

that there is a response at the modulation wavenumber as well. Further work, both

theoretical and experimental, is necessary for a more complete understanding of

this phenomenon.
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Figure 4.6: Smooth and sharp transitions at resonance: onset of convection in

reference cell (green diamonds), smooth transition at the forcing wavenumber 2k

in forced cell (blue circles), sharp transition at the wavenumber k in forced cell

(red squares).



Chapter 5

Coherent Structures and

Crystalline Chaos

In the previous chapter, we discussed resonance phenomena in the vicinity of the

neutral curve, Ra ∼ Ra0(k). In this weakly nonlinear regime, spatially periodic

forcing leads to stationary, parallel stripe patterns, phase-locked at the forcing

wavelength. Sufficiently far above the neutral curve, however, the stripes break

free of the modulation and reassert their preferred periodicities. We find a wealth

of complex dynamical phenomena associated with this transition. In this chapter,

we focus on a striking intermediate state in which orientational order, in the form

of localized crystalline domains sharing a common reciprocal basis, coexists with

nontransient spatiotemporal chaos. In the following sections, we explore this crys-

talline chaotic regime using a variety of ideas and techniques inspired by condensed

matter physics and nonlinear systems. In particular, we emphasize the presence of

coherent structures in the convective patterns; these are the key to our analysis.
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5.1 Crystalline Structures in a Chaotic System

The emergence of characteristic length scales, seemingly from nowhere, is one of

the basic wonders of pattern formation. One of the advantages of Rayleigh-Bénard

convection, emphasized in the Introduction, is the availability of a highly devel-

oped description of this phenomenon [33, 70]: patterns are confined to a compact

region of phase space, the Busse balloon, defined by intersecting nonlinear stabil-

ity boundaries. Given fixed values for the Rayleigh number Ra and the Prandtl

number Pr, there is a band of wavenumbers k for which a stripe pattern is sta-

ble. This band defines the preferred periodicities of the system, together with a

distinct set of nonlinear mechanisms the system will use to maintain these period-

icities [19, 33, 70]. Little is known, however, about whether this description must

be modified when length scales are imposed through forcing.

The Rayleigh-Bénard system is isotropic. Any orientation of the convection

rolls is allowed and, thus, the stability band traces out an annulus in the wave

vector plane. In our experiment, we frustrate the system by imposing a spatial

modulation with a wave vector lying close to but outside of this annulus. The

modulation breaks the isotropy, as well as one of the two translational symmetries

of the system. As described in Chapter 3, we fix the forcing wavenumber at

5|k| ∼ 6kc, driving the system beyond the skewed-varicose stability boundary of

the balloon. For all Ra less than ∼1.6 Rac, we find that the entire pattern is

spatially entrained (phase-locked) to the modulation; no skewed-varicose events

are observed. These stationary, locked patterns were considered theoretically in

Chapter 4; our perturbative solution for the convective part of the temperature

field θ(x, y, z) at Rac is represented in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Spatial phase-locking in spatially modulated convection. Cylindrical

cuts through a numerical solution for the three-dimensional temperature field at

Rac, with red representing warmer regions and blue representing cooler regions.

The fluid is sandwiched between a cool sapphire window and a warm silicon mirror

with an array of polymer ridges on its surface, as described in Chapter 3. Note

there is exactly one pattern wavelength per wavelength of the modulation.

Above ∼1.6 Rac, we observe a completely new and unexpected phenomenon:

the pattern uses mobile, highly localized structures to reassert its preferred period-

icities. As Ra is increased to ∼2.2 Rac and beyond, these structures combine and

multiply to fill the entire pattern. Typical patterns observed at 1.9 Rac are shown

in Fig. 5.2. This intermediate Ra regime presents a challenging blend of order and

chaos. On one hand, we have a spatiotemporally chaotic succession of metastable

domains, which neither settle down nor give way to another pattern. On the other

hand, these domains have robust, regular features, with crisp, polygonal domain

walls and striking orientational order preserved within the chaos. With no obvious

localization mechanism at work, an intriguing riddle presents itself: how do we

understand a chaotic state which creates such structures?
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a

b

Figure 5.2: False-color shadowgraph visualization of patterns observed at 1.9Rac,

with black and yellow corresponding to warmer and cooler regions, respectively,

and red interpolated in between; (a) and (b) represent snapshots taken five hours

apart. The horizontal yellow stripes are entrained to the modulation, as in Fig. 5.1.
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In macroscopic and microscopic systems alike, defects provide essential dy-

namical insights into bulk behavior. Plastic deformation, work hardening, and

fracture in crystalline solids, for example, are typically understood in terms of

dislocations [52, 55, 59, 100]. Likewise, as discussed in the Introduction, dislo-

cation dynamics provide essential insight into pattern selection [19, 33, 115] and

spatiotemporal chaos [19, 35, 45] in stripe patterns. Dislocations are important

because they are the generic defects associated with broken translational symme-

tries [24,33]. In an atomic system, glide of dislocations allow the lattice to respond

to shear stresses by breaking and reforming only a small number of bonds at a

time (Fig. 5.3a) [55, 59]. Motion in the perpendicular direction, known as climb,

requires a costly reorganization of many bonds at once. In a stripe pattern, how-

ever, the situation is rather different: glide still has to navigate a periodic energy

landscape, while climb can take advantage of continuous translational symmetry

along the stripes (Fig. 5.3b).

When a stripe pattern is squeezed too tight and a stripe is pinched off by the

skewed-varicose instability, forming a pair of dislocations, climb allows the system

to smoothly separate these dislocations; this is one of the essential mechanisms the

pattern can use to adjust its local wave vector field [19,33]. Significantly, we never

observe this mechanism in the intermediate Ra regime. Inspecting patterns like

those in Fig. 5.2, we see that the number of stripes is fixed by the modulation and,

in phase-locked regions, the placement of the stripes is fixed as well. Since struc-

tures like that of Fig. 5.3b are incompatible with these constraints, the elementary

defects of the phase-locked system must be localized orientational defects like those

shown in Figs. 5.3c and 5.3d or, in other words, bound pairs of dislocations, rather

than single dislocations.
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c d

Figure 5.3: Dislocations and localized orientational defects. (a) Glide motion of a

dislocation in an atomic lattice allows the crystal to respond to shear stresses by

redistributing as few bonds at a time as possible. (b) Climb motion of a dislocation

allows a macroscopic stripe pattern to add or remove a stripe locally. (c) A localized

orientational defect is formed when glide and climb are obstructed in a phase-locked

environment.

We can understand these kink defects as follows. Dislocations in a stripe pat-

tern generally tend to be pinned by the stripes [33] and, in our system, entrainment

of these stripes to the modulation enhances this effect. Likewise, dislocation pairs

cannot climb apart without creating a gap in the pattern or dislodging a stripe

from its entrained position. When dislocations are pinned in adjacent rows, as in

Fig. 5.3c, a single kink defect is formed. If the dislocations separate by one addi-

tional row, as in Fig. 5.3d, a second kink defect is formed. In this way, the imposed

modulation provides the pattern with a new type of coherent structure. Drawing

an analogy between macroscopic spot patterns and atomic lattices, Umbanhowar,
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Melo, and Swinney suggested that the availability of robust spot-shaped struc-

tures allows one to reinterpret spatially extended, periodic patterns of spots as

crystalline aggregates [112]. If, in the same spirit, we regard the oblique domains

of Fig. 5.2 as striped crystals constructed from orientational defects like that of

Fig. 5.3c, then the localization and crisp boundaries of these domains become a

simple consequence of spatial entrainment.

To quantify the crystalline structure, we need two-dimensional positions for

each kink defect in the experimental images. Since these are orientational de-

fects moving in a background of bright stripes, rather than a black background,

the analysis requires several steps. First, examining Fig. 5.3c, we note that these

kinks are confined to sit between the bright stripes — the pattern is like an abacus,

with beads strung on the polymer ridges. Thus, letting the x-direction point per-

pendicular to the phase-locked stripes and the y-direction point along the stripes,

the x-coordinate of each kink is simply halfway between the x-coordinates of the

adjacent bright stripes. Each x-coordinate corresponds to one row of the abacus.

Next, for each of these rows, we take a linescan g(y) across the image. Since

these lines avoid the bright, phase-locked stripes, there is a one-to-one correspon-

dence between kink defects and localized, bright pulses in the linescans. We then

use a center-of-mass weighting scheme to assign a y-coordinate to each pulse found.

This procedure works best if we also use the following trick to flatten the image

and enhance the contrast of the kinks. First, we Fourier transform, blot out half of

the Fourier plane, and transform back; this converts the image to complex form,

R(x, y) exp(iΦ(x, y)). Then, we simply divide each image by its magnitude and ex-

tract the associated phase field from the exponential. The cosine of this phase field

mimics the original image, localized domains and all, except its amplitude varies
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Figure 5.4: Identification of kink defects in experimental images.

predictably between 1 and -1. Extracting the linescans g(y) from this cosine field,

rather than the original image, the selection of the cutoff threshold that defines

the pulses is more straightforward. This algorithm is quick, easily automated, and

seldom makes visible mistakes. Analyzing Fig. 5.2b, for example, the algorithm

locates a orientational defect at each of the positions circled in Fig. 5.4.

Taking the solid state analogy to a new level, the defect locations obtained

from the algorithm described above can be use to measure two-dimensional Bra-

vais lattice vectors. More precisely, the separation vectors connecting adjacent

orientational defects provide a local estimate of a real space lattice basis {R1,R2}

for each localized two-dimensional crystalline domain (Fig. 5.5a). This real space

basis has a corresponding reciprocal space basis {k1,k2}, defined by the standard

relation ki ·Rj = 2πδij (where δij = 1 for i = j, and 0 otherwise) [59]. Averaging

results from forty hours of data collection (roughly 19τh, where τh is the horizontal
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Figure 5.5: (a) Bravais lattice vectors connecting nearest neighbor structures in a

crystalline domain; because these structures are entrained to the modulation, the

y-component of each vector equals the modulation wavelength λ. (b) Contrast-

enhanced histogram of the corresponding reciprocal lattice basis vectors, showing

the relationship of the dominant peaks K1 and K2 and the modulation wave vector

K0 = (0,−2π/λ) to the stability annulus.

thermal diffusion time [19]), we find that these reciprocal basis vectors are statis-

tically concentrated around two locations K1 = (kx, ky) and K2 = (−kx, ky) (and

their additive inverses), shown in Fig. 5.5b. Significantly, these vectors fall within

the annulus describing the wave vectors of stable stripe patterns and satisfy a spa-

tial resonance condition K0 +K1 +K2 = 0, where K0 = (0,−2π/λ) is the imposed

modulation wave vector. In this sense, we may regard K1 and K2 as preferred

periodicities, selected by K0.

When they first proposed the idea of macroscopic pattern crystallization, Um-

banhowar, Melo, and Swinney introduced a striking new type of localized exci-

tation, the oscillon [112]. Since then, a number of authors have identified sim-

ilar structures that, like oscillons, interact to form molecules and lattice pat-

terns [9, 32, 94]. What is not clear from these studies is the precise status of the

term crystallization. Our experiment demonstrates that this is more than a color-

ful analogy. In condensed matter, there is a deep connection between symmetry
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and dynamics: associated with each transition to a state with a broken continuous

symmetry, there is a new rigidity preventing fluctuations and small perturbations

from destroying the order of the new state [24]. For crystalline states, this rigid-

ity is the lattice’s resistance to shear. Crystalline chaotic dynamics enable us to

observe this form of rigidity in real time, blown up to macroscopic length scales:

interactions between the crystalline domains generate fluctuations in the lattice

geometry, continually returning to and refreshing the preferred structure identi-

fied above in Fig. 5.5. Moreover, the domains fracture when stretched too far, a

lattice-like behavior that is never seen in the unforced system. We see none of the

amorphous changes in domain size and shape, typical of unforced stripe patterns.

What is remarkable about this state is the way in which these ordered features are

intertwined with spatiotemporally chaotic dynamics. We highlight this twist on

the classic theme of order within chaos by naming this state crystalline chaos.

The idea of macroscopic pattern crystallization was originally proposed as an

alternative to the plane wave phenomenology that pervades pattern formation.

There is a provocative fricition between these alternatives. Note, for example,

that the Fourier transform of a pattern like that of Fig. 5.2 looks nothing like

Fig. 5.5b. To account for strongly localized domains, a strict plane wave represen-

tation requires a broad spectrum of interfering modes. Here, where these modes

are clearly unphysical, the crystallization approach provides a much simpler expla-

nation. Likewise, the plane wave interpretation of the resonant modes K1 and K2

does not account for our observation that, in each of the localized domains, one

of these two modes always dominates. In our approach, however, this broken left-

right symmetry arises naturally from the structure of the phase-locked pattern’s

elementary defects, Fig. 5.3c and its mirror image. Fig. 5.5b reminds us, then, that
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this state is statistically reflection symmetric, even if individual snaphots of the

crystalline domains are not. It is also important to reconsider the significance of the

annulus drawn in Fig. 5.5b. The vectors K1 and K2 define length scales obtained

from crystalline structures, but the annulus represents the balloon in phase space

where infinite plane waves are stable. The quantitative agreement between these

two descriptions indicates that plane wave physics is in fact retained here locally,

that these approaches complement one another. We encountered a similar mystery

once before: as discussed in the Introduction, the skewed-varicose instability man-

ifests locally in spiral defect chaos but matches the plane wave prediction encoded

in the Busse balloon. Here, however, we never even see the instabilities which

define the balloon. This is an important question for theoretical consideration.

In summary, the system’s elementary building blocks move like particles but

function as small strips cut from an extended stripe pattern and, apparently, res-

onate with one another at preferred distances which recover the extended plane

wave structure. With this macroscopic “wave-particle duality” in mind, the reso-

nance condition emerges for free from the reciprocal space computation: for any

left-right symmetric basis R1,2 = (±a, λ), locked to the modulation as in Fig. 5.5a,

the standard relation Ki ·Rj = 2πδij leads to K1,2 = 2π(±λ, a)/(2λa) and, given

this, K1 + K2 automatically equals −K0 = (0, 2π/λ). The structure of the crys-

talline domains is, therefore, a simple consequence of three elements: spatial en-

trainment, broken symmetries, and an annulus of preferred periodicities. In this

way, the riddle presented by the domain structure of Fig. 5.2 finds a very natural

solution using basic ideas from nonlinear dynamics, condensed matter physics, and

pattern formation.
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5.2 Coherent Structures and Dynamical Complexity

Spatially extended systems have a fascinating tendency to create dynamically ro-

bust, spatially localized structures [43,105,119]. These coherent structures come in

many different shapes, such as spots [23,27,64,112] and spirals [77,117,118], and all

different sizes. Even dislocations, vacancies, and other defects in ordered systems

illustrate the phenomenon of coherent structures; thinking of defects in this way

emphasizes their robustness and localization rather than the ordered background

in which they are embedded [33]. In the previous section, we learned that spatial

constraints affecting one type of coherent structure can give rise to new types of

coherent structure: pinning of dislocations in a phase-locked stripe pattern leads

to the formation of kink defects. We have seen that forced patterns like those of

Fig. 5.2 can be described in terms of an interacting population of these kinks. In

this section, we explore the crystalline chaotic dynamics of this population.

One striking feature of the dynamics, obvious to the eye, is translational con-

finement. The crystalline domains are observed to slide parallel to the entrained

stripes but never perpendicular to them. This feature, like the absence of skewed-

varicose events, finds a simple explanation in terms of phase-locking: each kink

defect is locked onto a particular stripe and is, in this way, locked to the modula-

tion. Crystalline aggregates of kinks are, therefore, also locked to the modulation.

Conversely, the freedom of these crystals to move parallel to the entrained stripes

is a manifestation of the remaining translational symmetry of the system. This

freedom, it turns out, is an essential element of this state’s dynamic complexity.

Another striking feature of the dynamics is the coexistence between crystalline

domains and the background of entrained stripes; despite having preferred period-

icities, the crystalline structures do not spread at constantRa to consume the entire
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Figure 5.6: Time series of the number of coherent structures observed in the ex-

periment.
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pattern. We may quantify this balance simply by counting the number of coherent

structures N present in the pattern as a function of time. Watching the system

evolve for 100 hours (over 47τh) and sampling N(t) once every minute, we obtain

the chaotic time series shown in Fig. 5.6. This series fluctuates around a mean value

of µ = 〈N〉 = 554 with a standard deviation, defined through σ2 = 〈(N − µ)2〉, of

σ = 36.7. With an average of 554 coherent structures covering a circular region

66λf in diameter, where λf is the forcing wavelength, an area of over 6λ2
f is

typically available per coherent structure on average. Since each structure only

takes up an area of roughly 1.5λ2
f , we estimate the crystalline domain coverage at

roughly 25%; the phase-locked background remains the dominant spatial feature of

the state. This result connects with our qualitative intuition, emphasized earlier,

that phase-locking is an essential element of the physics of crystalline chaos.

We can see, looking at the time series in Fig. 5.6, that there is little drift

and that the fluctuations show no sign of settling down — this is steady-state

rather than transient chaos. A probability density function p(N) describing the

distribution of observed values of N is shown in Fig. 5.7. Further quantification

of N(t) is available through higher moments of this distribution. In particular,

the normalized third moment 〈(N − µ)3〉/σ3, known as the skewness, provides a

measure of the left-right asymmetry of p(N) and the normalized fourth moment

〈(N −µ)4〉/σ4, known as the flatness or kurtosis, provides a measure of how heavy

the tails of p(N) are. The measured time series has a skewness of 0.244 and a

flatness of 2.85, not far from the values characteristic of a normal distribution,

p(N) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
− (N − µ)2

2σ2

)
(5.1)

which always has zero skewness and a flatness of 3. Fitting this Gaussian to the

data, we obtain the blue curve shown in Fig. 5.7. The mean µ and standard
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Figure 5.7: A normal distribution (blue curve) and a log-normal distribution (red

curve) fit to the empirical probability density function p(N) (black) describing the

number of coherent structures present in the pattern.

deviation σ obtained from the fits are identical with the values quoted above.

Alternatively, noting that the blue curve is systematically skewed relative to the

experimental distribution, we also try fitting a log-normal distribution,

p(N) =
1

N
√

2πσ2
exp

(
− (log(N)− µ)2

2σ2

)
, (5.2)

to the data. The result, the red curve shown in Fig. 5.7, is very close to normal

but incorporates the slight asymmetry suggested by the data. The parameters

obtained from the log-normal fit are µ = 6.31, which is very close to the natural

logarithm of 554, and σ = 0.0642; these give a distribution with skewness 0.193

and flatness 3.07. The cumulative distribution functions associated with these fits

are compared in Fig. 5.8.
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normal distributions to the empirical probability density function p(N) (blue and

red curves, respectively), along with the empirical cumulative distribution func-

tions for comparison (black curve).
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Log-normal distributions are growing in popularity throughout the sciences,

particularly in applications where mean values are low, variances are large, and

observed values are positive-definite [60]. Here, given how close the red and blue

curves are in Fig. 5.7, this sort of argument is somewhat less compelling. If forced

to decide between a normal and log-normal model of the experimental distribution

p(N), with only our one data set to guide us, how then should we choose? Bayesian

analysis, an approach which views probability theory as the calculus of plausible

inference or, in the words of Laplace, “common sense reduced to calculation,”

provides the classic framework for dealing with this sort of choice.

The heart of this approach is Bayes’ Theorem,

p(hypothesis|data) =
p(data|hypothesis) p(hypothesis)

p(data)
. (5.3)

In this notation, the prior probability term, p(hypothesis), describes the raw

probability that the hypothesis is correct and the posterior probability term,

p(hypothesis|data), updates this probability assessment taking into account avail-

able data. The key to this update is the likelihood term, p(data|hypothesis),

which describes the probability that this data would be observed assuming that

the hypothesis in question is correct. We have in our problem two hypotheses to

consider, one postulating log-normal statistics and one postulating normal statis-

tics, and Bayes’ Theorem enables us to quantify the comparison. Noting that the

same unknown normalization constant p(data) appears in both the log-normal and

the normal applications of the theorem (5.3), we divide one by the other to obtain

the hypothesis test,

p(log-normal|data)

p(normal|data)
=
p(data|log-normal)

p(data|normal)

p(log-normal)

p(normal)
. (5.4)
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The ratio of prior probabilities, p(log-normal)/p(normal), can be used to in-

corporate any a priori preferences for one distribution over another; keeping all

options open, we set this ratio equal to 1. The likelihood terms are easy to compute

if we also assume that each entry in the time series represents an independent mea-

surement, so that all are drawn from the same distribution and multiplied. This

way, p(data|normal) is simply the product of the probabilities of each measurement,∏
j p(Nj), drawing the p(Nj) from the blue curve in Fig. 5.7. We must be cautious

here: the pattern does decorrelate fairly quickly, with the crystalline domains mov-

ing and rearranging continually, but robust pieces of any particular domain can last

up to an hour or longer. Sampling N(t) once per minute, therefore, the Nj are not

independent. Sampling once every two hours, roughly once per τh, we are on much

safer ground. Using this restricted time series then, we compute that the ratio of

posterior probabilities, p(log-normal|data)/p(normal|data), equals 1.36, indicating

only a very slight preference for the log-normal model. This preference no doubt

is a reflection of the nonzero skewness of the experimental distribution: in both

Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, we can see by eye that the log-normal distribution is the better

match. Still, if Bayes’ Theorem does not express much confidence in the choice of

one over the other, then neither should we.

The distribution p(N) gives us a quantitative statement that the system likes

to have neither too few nor too many of the coherent structures around at any

one time. This statistical regularity helps us sharpen our investigation of how

crystalline chaos evolves: we need a set of dynamical processes capable of adding,

removing, and reorganizing coherent structures in the pattern. The translational

confinement discussed earlier is a significant hint. If the coherent structures can

only climb along entrained stripes, are constructed from pinned dislocations, do
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not pass through one another, and preserve structural order, then the possible

processes involving such structures are severely limited and may be quite generic.

To begin, when dislocations pairs are pinned in adjacent rows, there are exactly

two possible arrangements that form a kink: Fig. 5.3c and its mirror image. This

situation suggests a useful particle physics analogy: the background of entrained

stripes is an anisotropic “vacuum” state, while the coherent structure in Fig. 5.3c

and its mirror image are, respectively, “particle” and “antiparticle” excitations in

this vacuum. That is, there are actually two different types of localized orienta-

tional defects; we may refer to these are kinks and antikinks when we wish to dis-

tinguish these two populations. Individual crystalline domains become “crystals”

or “anticrystals” in this language, since each is composed of coherent structures of

the same type. This recognition highlights one of the generic processes available in

this system, aggregation of coherent structures of the same type. An aggregation

event in which two chains of antiparticles lock together to form a longer chain,

observed experimentally, is shown sequentially in Fig. 5.9. The reverse process,

which tears apart larger crystals or anticrystals to form smaller ones, is commonly

observed in the experiment as well.

The particle physics analogy immediately suggests another of the processes

available in this system, annihilation of coherent structures of opposite type.

Fig. 5.10 shows an example in which a “v”-shaped domain structure contracts

through pairwise annihilation of particles and antiparticles. This process, like ag-

gregation, is reversible: if a metastable “v” is pulled apart, it can grow by pulling

new pairs of particles and antiparticles out of the vacuum instead of simply sep-

arating at the joint. This reverse process looks like the slides of Fig. 5.10 in

reversed order. Indeed, the reversibility of aggregation and annihilation is a state-
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Figure 5.9: Time series of shadowgraph images showing an aggregation event, in

which two chains of “antiparticles” (circled in cyan) approach and lock together

to form a longer chain.

ba bb bc

Figure 5.10: Time series of shadowgraph images showing an annihilation event,

in which chains of “particles” (circled in magenta) and “antiparticles” (circled in

cyan) vanish from the pattern as their elements annihilate in pairs.

ment of time reversal symmetry in the physics. Note, however, that we do not

observe isolated pairs of particles and antiparticles spontaneously forming in the

vacuum; creation events are always connected with larger domains. This observa-

tion suggests that there is some sort of energy cost connected with the crystalline

structures. If this is correct, it would also help us understand the statistical reg-

ularity of the coherent structure popoulation: kink formation and crystallization

help relieve the frustration caused by forcing the system outside of the balloon,

but this adaptation may come at a cost.

The particle physics analogy breaks down if we start looking for a conserved

“mass” or “charge” associated with the coherent structure population. That is,

we can see by inspection that crystalline chaotic dynamics do not preserve equal
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Figure 5.11: Time series of shadowgraph images showing an self-replication event,

in which new “particles” (circled in magenta) are added at adjacent lattice sites

in a crystalline domain.

ba bb bc

Figure 5.12: Time series of shadowgraph images showing a a self-annihilation event,

removing a solitary kink defect from the pattern.

amounts of “matter” and “antimatter.” If aggregation, annihilation, and their

reverses were the whole story, we would not be able to account for this inequality,

since these processes act equally on the particle and antiparticle subpopulations.

There must then be another process at work in the dynamics. It is not hard

to find. We have already encountered it once, in fact, when we first introduced

kink defects: if the two dislocations forming a localized orientational defect jump

apart, inserting an extra row of the modulation between them, then the result of

this jump is the formation of an extra localized orientational defect of the same

type, as shown in Fig. 5.3d. This self-replication mechanism allows us to explain

the observation of events in which extra particles or antiparticles emerge during a

complex reorganization of adjacent domains. Self-replication also allows crystalline

domains to expand is discrete steps, as shown in Fig. 5.11. A similar process
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is taking place at the sidewalls, where motion of dislocations along the pattern

boundary allows the walls to absorb and emit coherent structures. Self-replication,

like aggregation and annihilation, is reversible. Self-annihilation events can occur

in solitary kink defects, as in Fig. 5.12, and in larger groups.

These three processes are our first answer to the riddle of crystalline chaotic

dynamics. Taken together, aggregation, annihilation, self-replication, and their

reverses provide a basic language for describing the complex pattern rearrange-

ments observed in the experiment. We also see that the system may add, remove,

and reorganize its coherent structures in a number of ways and, moreover, it can

do this within the dynamic constraints imposed by the modulation. Without the

high-precision temperature and pressure control described in Chapter 3, we could

not be sure that the modulation was the only inhomogeneity driving these features

of crystalline chaos. These features don’t require this level precision, however —

when we repeat our experiment with highly nonuniform heating, we find that the

phase space is qualitatively unchanged. This suggests that the phenomenon is

actually quite robust.

5.3 Wavelength Competition and Phase Solitons

Competition between intrinsic and imposed length scales is a classic problem in

condensed matter physics [24]. When krypton atoms adsorb on a graphite sur-

face, for example, the preferred lattice spacings of these different atoms mutually

frustrate one another and a variety of transitions between various commensurate,

incommensurate, and disordered phases are observed [24]. These phase transi-

tions have been seen in other quantum systems, such as spin and charge density

waves [51] and cold atoms in an optical lattice [20], as well as classical systems,
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such as block copolymer films [84] and nematic liquid crystals [67]. The liquid

crystal experiments of Lowe and Gollub established a formal link between these

wavelength competition systems and the problem of spatial modulation of self-

organized patterns [28,66–68]. This raises the question of a wavelength competition

interpretation of crystalline chaos.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Lowe and Gollub experiments found a tran-

sitional regime in which the modulation wavelength was slightly larger than the

natural wavelength, so that there were too many pattern stripes per modulation

wavelength, and the pattern adapted by compressing the extra rolls to form local-

ized discommensurations. Each of these structures corresponded to a net phase

jump of 2π. The link between this behavior and the physics of wavelength compe-

tition lies in the use of a sine-Gordon equation, familiar from theoretical models

of commensurate-incommensurate transitions [24], to describe the discommensura-

tion patterns [66,67]. We saw in Chapter 2 that these structures could be accounted

for within a one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau approach as a consequence of ex-

ternally broken translational symmetry [28]. We show here that there may be

sine-Gordon physics lurking in crystalline chaos as well.

To begin, there is an obvious parallel between the Lowe and Gollub experiments

and ours, as both impose striped forcing on a stripe pattern-forming convective

system. We saw in Chapter 4 that imposing modulated boundary conditions on

the the fluid equations of thermal convection produces a quantitatively accurate

description of our experimental results for low Ra. Moreover, in the vicinity of

the neutral curve, we can systematically extract an accurate amplitude equation

model which confirms the generic Ginzburg-Landau approach. Thus, setting aside

the question of anisotropy in liquid crystal convection versus isotropy in thermal
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convection, we might expect some of the same phase behavior in both systems.

One obvious difference is the regime of phase space explored in these experi-

ments. Where Lowe and Gollub scanned a range of forcing wavenumbers less than

kc, we chose a fixed value of k larger than kc; their experiments explored the Eck-

haus unstable regime, while ours explored the skewed-varicose unstable regime.

We were forcing much harder, as well, and, instead of roll compressions, found

instead the completely new and unexpected coherent structures discussed earlier

in this chapter. We have argued that these structures arise out of phase-locking

and spatial pinning of dislocation pairs. In this defect-focused framework, we de-

scribed our emergent coherent structures as localized orientational defects. Might

they also be described as solitons? If so, this would be a curious overlap between

two normally quite distinct categories of coherent structures.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the discommensurations in the electroconvection

experiments turned out to be arrays of phase solitons, taking the form of periodic

variations in the difference between the phase fields of a pattern and a spatially

sinusoidal modulation. Taking our cue from these investigations, we can compare

the phase field of a crystalline domain with an underlying phase field associated

with the modulation. Since we need our Ra = 0 snapshot of the SU-8 pattern

for image division, as discussed in Chapter 3, we use a phase-locked pattern from

lower Ra as our map of the underlying phase field. We extract phase fields by

Fourier filtering to pick out a single, fundamental mode (this is necessary because

our modulation has a rectangular instead of a sinusoidal profile) and blotting out

half of the Fourier plane before transforming back to real space; this puts our

filtered images in complex form, R(x, y) exp
(
iΦ(x, y)

)
, from which computation

of Φ(x, y) is straightforward.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Fourier filtered image showing the cosine of the phase field as-

sociated with a crystalline domain; the red arrow represents a linescan passing

through a single orientational defect. (b) Cosine of phase fields obtained from

linescans through a single orientational defect, as in (a) (solid line) and through

the same location in a reference image (dashed line).

Now we’re prepared to take up the question of whether our localized orienta-

tional defects can be described as phase solitons. Figure 5.13a shows the cosine

of the phase field around a crystalline domains; taking the cosine allows us to

associate an amplitude with the phase, strictly as a guide to the eye. If we take

a linescan perpendicular to the entrained stripes, in analogy to the quasi-one-

dimensional analysis of Lowe and Gollub, we notice something interesting: each

localized orientational defect corresponds to a missing pair of convection rolls. To

see this, we plot in Fig. 5.13b the linescan noted in Fig. 5.13a, together with the

comparable linescan through the reference image (solid and dashed lines, respec-

tively). The two linescans are everywhere commensurate, except in the vicinity of

the defect, where there is only one bright stripe in the pattern for the two bright
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Figure 5.14: Difference between pattern and reference phase fields from Fig. 5.13

(circles) reveals a sine-Gordon antikink (red curve).

stripes in the reference pattern. We quantify this −2π phase jump, as in the elec-

troconvection experiments, by subtracting the phase fields. The result is shown

in Fig. 5.14 (circles). Periodic solutions to the one-dimensional time-independent

sine-Gordon equation provided an excellent quantitative description of the phase

soliton arrays found by Lowe and Gollub [67]. The phase solition arrays found

by Lowe and Gollub were described as periodic solutions to the one-dimensional,

time-independent sine-Gordon equation [67]. We cannot use these solutions, since

we have only a single phase jump. However, the full sine-Gordon equation,

∂2Φ

∂t2
− ∂2Φ

∂y2
= sin(Φ), (5.5)

which includes the time-independent equation as a special case, has a famous pair
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of localized, propagating one-soliton solutions,

Φ1(y, t) = 4 arctan
(
exp

(
± a

y − vt√
1− v2

))
, (5.6)

known as kinks (+ solution) and antikinks (− solution). Here, v is the speed of

propagation and a is a dimensional scale factor setting the slope of the curve.

Fitting the antikink solution to the data shown in Fig. 5.14 (circles), we obtain,

for a = 2.15 mm−1 and v = 0, the red curve plotted over the data. The quality of

the fit suggests that there is, indeed, a sine-Gordon antikink associated with each

localized orientational defect. Note, however, that this analysis adds a potentially

confusing double-usage of the same term. We must be careful not to confuse kink

and antikink defects with sine-Gordon kink and and antikink solitons ; both types

of defect are antikink solitons according to the above analysis.

This application of the sine-Gordon equation is highly unusual. The Ginzburg-

Landau equation which Coullet used to explain the Lowe and Gollub results has

a minimization principle connected with it. Thus, even though their soliton ar-

rays are nonequilibrium structures, their patterns are at least stationary. In our

experiment, however, there is no minimization principle mimicking an approach

to thermal equilibrium — our “commensurate-incommensurate” transition, if we

may call it that, is also a transition to spatiotemporal chaos. The use of solitons

to mediate a dynamic transition like this is quite provocative. After all, where

sine-Gordon solitons are classical solitary waves that pass through one another un-

harmed, our antikinks can aggregate, annihilate, and self-replicate. We have shown

here that the shape of an antikink phase soliton quantiatively matches that of the

phase jumps found in our localized orientational defects. Without a theoretical

base, however, it is not clear whether this approach is justified.
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There are a number of unsolved questions here inviting further investigation.

In particular, if this application of the time-dependent sine-Gordon equation to

crystalline chaos is correct, then how can we connect this description to the un-

derlying fluid equations? We know that there is additional physics at work here

because of the pinning of our solitons in the direction of the linescan. For the

sine-Gordon equation, however, there is no reference frame for which every soliton

in a multi-soliton solution is at rest. Is there a generic model which captures the

essential physics of these “interacting” solitons?



Chapter 6

Spatiotemporal Chaos and

Broken Symmetry

Disorder is one of the most fascinating and challenging topics in pattern formation.

From chaos theory we learn that simple, deterministic equations may have highly

irregular solutions and, conversely, a phenomenon that looks random may indeed

be quite lawful. In spatially-extended systems, this lesson applies to both spatial

and temporal aspects of the dynamics. Nontransient states lacking long-range

correlation in space and time are found in many pattern-forming systems. To

distinguish this phenomenon from low-dimensional chaos, which is simply disorder

in time, these states are described as spatiotemporally chaotic. Despite years of

focused effort, our understanding is still quite modest. An important question

one may ask is how to interact with or even control spatiotemporal chaos. A

more basic question, emphasized in the Introduction, is how such patterns respond

when symmetries are broken externally by periodic forcing. In this chapter, we

build on the ideas presented in Chapter 5 and give a more complete description of

spatiotemporal chaos in the forced system.

136
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Figure 6.1: Striped patterns of parallel convection rolls (side view). (a) Unforced

pattern at the critical wavelength λc ∼ 2d in a cell of height d, with a temper-

ature difference ∆T = T2 − T1. (b) Forced pattern phase-locked to a boundary

modulation of wavelength λf .

6.1 A Tour of the Phase Space

We begin with a brief tour of the patterns we observe in this system. As discussed

in Chapters 2 and 4, there is convective flow, however weak, for any applied tem-

perature difference. For small temperature differences, this flow forms a striped

pattern of parallel convection rolls phase-locked (entrained) to the modulation. We

emphasized in Chapter 5 that the modulation wavenumber lies close but outside

of the Busse balloon. This frustrates the system by compressing the pattern, as

shown in Fig. 6.1 above.

Below ε ∼ 0.6, the pattern is stationary and defect-free. As ε is increased, the

pattern begins to break free of the modulation and reassert its preferred periodici-

ties. The first stages of this process occur at the lateral boundaries of the system.

Four symmetrically placed locations, one of which is shown in Fig. 6.2, serve as
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Figure 6.2: Invasion of the bulk by localized, oblique structures nucleating at the

sidewalls (ε = 0.69).

nucleation sites for obliquely-oriented stripes. Orientational order is maintained

in these oblique domains by traveling waves of adjustments in the orientation and

spacing of the stripes, which curve to meet the sidewalls at roughly 90 degree an-

gles. Though these sidewall domains grow as ε is increased and, to a lesser extent,

grow at fixed ε as well, they do not grow to fill the bulk of the pattern. Instead,

narrow sections of stripes peel off, forming bound states of kink defects, and in-

vade the bulk by sliding in along the phase-locked stripes. Two of these invasive

structures are visible in Fig. 6.2, together with one of the sidewall domains.

The invasive structures travel coherently like solitary waves, without disper-

sion, but unlike classical solitons they interact strongly with one another: they

aggregate, annihilate, and rearrange one another to fashion metastable, crystalline
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Figure 6.3: Localized, crystalline domains emerging from nontransient spatiotem-

poral chaos at ε = 0.90.

domains with crisp, polygonal boundaries and robust orientational order. A snap-

shot of these localized domains, taken at ε = 0.90, is shown in Fig. 6.3. These

structures represent preferred periodicities, as discussed in Chapter 5, and have

the same essential design as the sidewall domains in Fig. 6.2. The pattern reorga-

nizes over time, but this design is always present. This state of crystalline chaos

is remarkable, both as an example of macroscopic crystalline structures coexisting

with disorder in a fluid and, more generally, as order emerging from nontransient

spatiotemporal disorder.

One feature not mentioned earlier is the hysteretic nature of the transition to

spatiotemporal chaos in this system. If we start with a phase-locked pattern and

move the system into the chaotic regime, populating the bulk with interacting,
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Figure 6.4: Crystalline structures frozen into the phase-locked pattern as ε is

dropped adiabatically to 0.69 from above.
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Figure 6.5: A second snapshot of the glassy state shown in Fig. 6.4, taken over 19

hours later; note that very little rearrangement of the pattern has taken place.
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invasive structures, we can then quench out the dynamics by decreasing ε back to

the vicinity of the transition. Even when this is done adiabatically, the result is

a glassy “condensate” in which crystalline domains are frozen into a background

of phase-locked stripes, as shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. A time interval of over 19

hours, roughly 9.26 τh, separates these two snapshots and, as one can see, very

little rearrangement has taken place. Note that this condensation technique does

not merely break up the domains; it can produce larger crystals as well as large

numbers of smaller crystals.

As ε is increased to 1.2 and beyond, the localized domains grow to fill the entire

pattern and the crystalline character of these domains dissolves. Fig. 6.6 shows

an intermediate state (ε = 1.12) in which oblique stripes coexist with disordered

domains containing high densities of defects. In these patterns, we begin to see

long thick roll structures which are aligned with the modulation as well as large

loops and tortuous, labyrinthine networks of stripes. These become more common

as ε is increased further and phase-locked stripes all but vanish from the pattern.

A typical pattern with ε = 1.54 is shown in Fig. 6.7. In this regime, we see

the generic pattern of the unforced Rayleigh-Bénard system, spiral defect chaos,

reasserting itself. Spirals are, in fact, observed throughout the chaotic region of

the phase space. Below ε ∼ 1, however, the crystalline structure of the localized

domains strongly suppresses spiral formation. As the orientational order begins to

dissolve at higher ε, however, spirals emerge more frequently. Figure 6.8 illustrates

the emergence of spiral defect structures through a medley of spiral structures,

observed in the range 1 < ε ≤ 1.3. Note, in particular, how the anisotropy of these

spirals takes advantage of preferred angles in the pattern.
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Figure 6.6: Spatiotemporal chaos at ε = 1.12.

Figure 6.7: Spatiotemporal chaos at ε = 1.54.
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c d

Figure 6.8: Medley of anisotropic spirals observed in spatially forced convection:

(a) and (b) are “rhomboid” spirals (ε = 1.03); (c) shows a pair of “trapezoidal”

spirals (ε = 1.12); (d) is “polygonal” (ε = 1.28).
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6.2 Instability and Resonance

The transition to spatiotemporal chaos in the forced system is intertwined with the

preferred periodicities of the unforced system. As emphasized in Chapter 5, the

annular structure of the Busse balloon is one of the key features responsible for the

crystalline order emerging at intermediate values of ε. Below this regime, we have

only stationary stripes phase-locked at a periodicity locked outside of the balloon.

As ε is increased beyond this regime, the localized crystals become amorphous and

grow to fill the rest of the pattern with periodicities in the balloon. This trend is

summarized in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. In Fig. 6.9, we show the time-averaged integrals

of the Fourier modulus over the Busse balloon; the error bars represent standard

deviations around mean values. Note the the prominent hysteresis loop, represent-

ing the onset of crystalline chaos and the glassy crystalline dynamics obtained upon

cooling. In Fig. 6.10, we normalize these integrations by the corresponding inte-

grals over the entire pattern to obtain percentages. The same trends are evident,

with a slightly more pronounced hysteresis loop and a saturation with increasing

ε. This saturation represents the growth of the localized domains to fill the entire

pattern. The percentages are limited by the strong coupling of the flow to the

modulation: even at large ε, a large percentage of the Fourier modulus is centered

outside of the balloon at the modulation wavenumber and higher harmonics.

Generally in Rayleigh-Bénard convection, the preferred periodicities are main-

tained through linear instabilities of the stripes [33]. The skewed-varicose insta-

bility, discussed in the Introduction, moves an unstable stripe pattern back into

the balloon by pinching off one or more stripes, forming dislocations which then

leave the vicinity [19,44]. The phase-locked stripe pattern represented by the com-

pressed rolls in Fig. 6.1 lies just outside of the skewed-varicose boundary of the
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Figure 6.9: Integral of Fourier modulus over Busse balloon. The red curve repre-

sents increasing ε and the blue curve represents decreasing ε.
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Figure 6.10: Percentage of Fourier modulus in Busse balloon. The red curve

represents increasing ε and the blue curve represents decreasing ε.
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Figure 6.11: Bulk instability observed when phase-locked pattern is rapidly flashed

to a high temperature difference.
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a b c

Figure 6.12: Gallery of wavy stripes: (a) zigzag, (b) skewed-varicose, and (c)

varicose patterns.

Busse balloon and, yet, this instability mechanism does not appear to play a role

in the trend represented in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. This raises the important question

of how the stripes destabilize in the modulated environment. To investigate this,

we prepared a pattern of phase-locked stripes at low ε and then abruptly flashed

the system up to ε ∼ 1.5. By changing the applied temperature difference more

quickly than the fluid can respond, we created a transient situation enabling in-

stabilities to be seen en route to the selection of a more complicated pattern. This

approach enabled us to observe, at ε close to 1.3, the striking varicose instability

shown in Fig. 6.11 above.

Finding an analytical function which approximates the varicose pattern is an

interesting exercise. Neither additive nor multiplicative superposition of trigono-

metric functions works because both of these approaches yield modulated grid

patterns, rather than wavy stripes. The answer lies in the phase field, then, not

in the amplitudes. Modulating the phase field inside of a trigonometric function,

cos( ky + β cos(qx) ), (6.1)

for example, creates the simple zigzag pattern shown in Fig. 6.12a. Here, k is the

wavenumber of the original stripe pattern, while β and q are the amplitude and
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a b

Figure 6.13: (a) Varicose pattern from experiment and (b) digitally enhanced

power spectrum.

wavenumber, respectively, of a phase modulation oriented along the stripes. Note

that the wavy stripes are all in phase. We may shift them, relative to one another,

by adding y-dependence to the modulation term:

cos( ky + β cos(qxx+ qyy) ); (6.2)

this creates the classic skewed-varicose pattern shown in Fig. 6.12b. Then, if we

superimpose two modulation modes with qy = ±k/2,

cos( ky +
β

2
cos(qx+ ky/2) +

β

2
cos(qx− ky/2) ), (6.3)

we obtain the symmetric varicose pattern shown in Fig. 6.12c. Note that this

pattern mimics the alternating ripples of Fig. 6.11 using a symmetric, two-mode

perturbation to the original stripes.

This symmetric oblique mode structure is visible in the power spectrum of the

experimental varicose instability, as well. Figure 6.13 shows a cutout containing

wavy stripes from Fig. 6.11 and their power spectrum, digitally enhanced to em-

phasize its lattice structure. Every peak in this lattice is a linear combination of

a symmetric pair of fundamental modes, k1 = (−1.45 ± 0.17, 1.93 ± 0.17) and
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k2 = (1.45±0.17, 1.93±0.17), whose magnitudes, |k1| = |k2| = 2.42±0.24, locate

them near the center of the Busse balloon (for ε ∼ 1.3, the balloon stretches from

roughly 1.7 to 2.9). Moreover, the vector k1 + k2 = (0.00± 0.17, 3.62± 0.17) is

identical to the modulation wavevector, k = (0.00, 3.74± 0.17), to within the er-

ror due to pixelation. The oblique structure of the varicose instability therefore

involves a subharmonic resonance between the modulation mode and two oblique

modes in the Busse balloon. This use of a resonance triad to select oblique modes at

preferred periodicities recalls our earlier analysis of a similar phenomenon occuring

locally at lower ε in the crystalline domains.

These results suggest that an oblique stripe resonance may be lurking behind

many features of the steady-state patterns discussed earlier in the chapter. The

nucleation of oblique stripes at the sidewalls, for example, may turn out to be a

direct manifestation of the varicose instability. It is well known that secondary

instabilities tend to manifest at weak spots in a pattern, such as defect cores,

grain boundaries, and lateral boundaries. The only weakness in our phase-locked

stripe patterns is at the cylindrical sidewall, where there is also a sidewall forcing

effect. Typically, in the unforced system, sidewall forcing in a cylindrical geometry

creates cross-roll structures and wall foci, where stripes are perpendicular to the

sidewall [19, 33]. In our experiment, however, the sidewall domains occur in four

locations and create oblique rolls instead of cross-rolls or foci. The oblique mode

resonance provides a possible explanation for this nucleation pattern.

The oblique stripe resonance is also helpful as an explanation for the presence

of straight roll structures at high ε, as in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. Typically, in the

absence of spatially periodic modulation, spiral defect chaos does not contain these

structures. In our system, even after amorphous chaos replaces the localized order
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of crystalline chaos, we continue to observe the formation of localized patches

of straight stripes. In the transient experiment, the transition from the varicose

pattern of Fig. 6.11 to fully-developed spatiotemporal chaos is initiated by a burst

of these stripes. The evolution of this burst is depicted in Fig. 6.14. Two oblique

modes are locally excited (Fig. 6.14b) by the varicose pattern (Fig. 6.14a). The

oblique modes grow symmetrically at first (Fig. 6.14c), until one of the two modes

begins to dominate (Fig. 6.14d). Soon after, this oblique mode explodes to fill the

pattern with structures like those shown in Fig. 6.7. This sequence illustrates, once

again, that while the resonance mode structure is left-right reflection symmetric,

the patterns observed may not be; this reflection symmetry is retained in the

statistics, of course.

Oblique stripes like those in Fig. 6.14 are observed in the steady-state patterns

as well. Figure 6.15a shows an oblique roll structure emerging from spiral defect

chaos at higher ε. The power spectrum (Fig. 6.15b) reproduces the lattice shown in

Fig. 6.13b, with slightly different fundamental modes, k1 = (−1.69± 0.17, 1.93±

0.17) and k2 = (1.45± 0.17, 1.93± 0.17). As before, these modes fall in the Busse

balloon (which, here, stretches from roughly 1.6 to 2.8) and their sum equals

the modulation wavevector to within the pixelation error. The chaotic patterns

at high ε also contain large numbers of thicker stripes oriented parallel to the

modulation ridges. These too, when they form in groups (Fig. 6.15c), have a

resonance interpretation. In this case, the fundamental peak of the power spectrum

(Fig. 6.15d) occurs at one half of the modulation wavevector.

Another, more dramatic version of the broken reflection symmetry emerges as

the red curve in Fig. 6.10 begins to saturate. As mentioned earlier, this saturation

occurs because the amorphous domains have grown to fill the entire pattern. Below
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Figure 6.14: Time evolution of an oblique stripe burst initiated by the varicose

instability (pictures taken at 10 second intervals).
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Figure 6.15: Subharmonic resonances emerging from spatiotemporal chaos at ε =

1.54. (a) Oblique stripe resonance and (b) digitally enhanced power spectrum; (c)

2 to 1 resonance and (d) digitally enhanced power spectrum.
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Figure 6.16: Extended pattern of oblique stripes emerging from spatiotemporal

chaos at ε = 1.28.

this regime, we have the amorphous, localized chaos of Fig. 6.6. Above this regime,

we have the mixture of spiral defect and straight rolls of Fig. 6.7. In between,

we observe the intermittent formation of persistent, extended oblique domains,

stretching across the entire experimental cell. A snapshot of this pattern, taken

at ε = 1.28, is shown in Fig. 6.16. This extended domain, which loosely maintains

orientation order but never quite locks in, no doubt derives some of its robustness

from sidewall forcing at both of its ends. Clearly, however, the oblique mode

resonance is also at work in this structure.
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6.3 A Zoology of Localized Structures

In Chapter 5, we placed special emphasis on crystalline chaos as an intermedi-

ate step between the phase-locked stripe patterns of Chapter 4 and the complex

possibilities considered in this chapter. In the previous section, we showed that

our 5k ∼ 6kc forced patterns destabilize through a symmetric varicose instability,

instead of the usual skewed-varicose instability, and later break reflection symme-

try locally en route to more complex patterns. It is important to note that this

varicose instability occurs well beyond the crystalline chaotic regime. The forced

stripes are locally stable and, therefore, the bulk dynamics observed in this regime

are not a simple consequence of instability. Instead, as emphasized in Chapter 5,

interacting localized structures are responsible for the the distinct features of crys-

talline chaotic dynamics. With this in mind, we end this chapter with a complete

zoology of the localized structures observed in the experiment.

The key players in crystalline chaos represent a new type of coherent struc-

ture, discussed at length in Chapter 5: localized orientational defects arising out

of phase-locking of the pattern to the modulation. There are other localized struc-

tures in crystalline chaos, however, visible even in the snapshots presented earlier.

We introduce the first of these by reviewing the some of the interaction processes

discussed in Chapter 5. Kink and antikink defects can annihilate, as shown in

Figs. 6.17a through 6.17c, and aggregate, as shown in Figs. 6.17d through 6.17f.

Note that each annihilation event involves a kink defect and an antikink defect

confined on the same row, while aggregation only seems to require the defects to

be adjacent when sufficiently close. When two crystalline domains approach and

overlap by only one row, as in Fig. 6.17g, then something else can happen. The two

defects which lock together can, instead of retaining their shapes, blend together
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Figure 6.17: Time series of shadowgraph images showing (a-c) annihilation of pairs

of kink and antikink defects, (d-f) aggregation of chains of antikink defects, and

(g-i) the formation of a ringlet from two aggregating kink defects.

to form a small ringlet. This process is illustrated in panel g through i of Fig. 6.17

and is reversible. Once formed, ringlets can be quite persistent.

Aggregation is not the only mechanism which creates these structures. Single

kink and antikink defects in a crystalline domain can also simply develop a hole

in their centers, which expands to form a ringlet. The replacement of a localized

orientational defect with a ringlet or vice versa can be understood as a general

mechanism allowing one piece of a crystalline chain to shift slightly relative to the

rest of the chain without fracturing. This too is reversible. The pattern sometimes

seems unable to decide which direction to carry this process, settling instead into

a high frequency oscillation between a defect and a ringet structure. While this

“winking” phenomenon is more commonly observed in crystalline chaos, ringlets

are found throughout the chaotic regime, even at Ra where the kink defect phe-
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a b

Figure 6.18: Localized arrays of ringlets: (a) a chain observed at ε = 0.86 and (b)

a hexagonal lattice observed at ε = 1.03.

nomenology breaks down. Ringlet-like structures are also observed in spiral de-

fect chaos without modulation. With this in mind, they can also be interpreted

as part of a localized reassertion of the generic unforced pattern. In the modu-

lated patterns, however, ringlets are not merely chaotic. They are also capable of

self-organizing to form transient but striking superstructures, like those shown in

Fig. 6.18.

Another localized structure is related to the 2 to 1 resonance pattern. When

thick stripes with twice the wavelength of the entrained stripes form a compact

domain, as in Fig. 6.15c, the resonance interpretation is obvious. Remarkably,

however, these thick stripes do not need each other’s company to form and, so,

may be more general than the resonance. Worm-like solitary stripes are observed

throughout the chaotic regime. Examples of these worms, embedded in complex

patterns, can be found in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. An example from lower Ra is shown

in Fig. 6.19. We can interpret this structure, at least in the context of crystalline

chaos, as a relative of the kink defects. In this view, a worm forms when a disloca-

tion pair unbinds enough to climb apart somewhat, creating a stretched out kink
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Figure 6.19: Worm structure in crystalline chaos, observed at ε = 0.86.

defect. These structures are rare in the steady state patterns observed at lower Ra,

as we would expect from the phase-locking phenomenology discussed in Chapter

5. They are more common in transient experiments and are ubiquitous at higher

Ra, where the Busse balloon bends over towards lower wavenumbers (and thicker

stripes). To the extent that localized orientational defects may be described as

having the structure of a sine-Gordon antikink, these mysterious worm structures

may turn out to have a similar soliton interpretation.

The worm formation process described above is fully reversible, but there is a

second, more spectacular route through which a worm can decay: segmentation.

The result of this process is a new type of worm structure, with stripes oriented

perpendicular to the phase-locked stripes. One of these segmented worms is vis-

ible in the lower right corner of Fig. 6.3. These segmented structures are quite

distinct from the defects and solitons discussed above and appear to simply be

highly-confined parallel stripe patterns. This is a rather dramatic adaptation to

the modulation. We know that the isotropy of the Rayleigh-Bénard system al-

lows stripe patterns with any orientation. Thus, by orienting perpendicular to

and confining itself between the entrained stripes, a segmented domain can choose

its periodicities naturally without having to further accomodate the modulation in
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any way. We are not surprised, therefore, to find that segmented worms choose pe-

riodicities centered inside the Busse balloon. Here, unlike the crystalline domains,

the usual plane wave interpretation of the stripes is totally straightforward.

The dynamical behavior of segmented worms is quite rich. The worm can

expand by adding new segments anywhere along its length and readjusting its

periodicities. Likewise, it can contract by removing segments. The segments can

be relatively still, apart from wavelength adjustments, but they can also settle

into traveling wave motions. Segmented worms are much more common in the

crystalline chaotic regime than their unsegmented cousins. They can nucleate at

the sidewalls and invade the bulk, while remaining anchored at the wall. They

can also nucleate at kink defects and even within crystalline chains, mirroring

the process through which a kink defect can suddenly transform into a ringlet.

Unlike defects, solitons, and ringlets, segmented worms are generally not long-

lived. In the crystalline chaotic regime, their deaths are as dramatic as their

births, usually involving a burst of kink-antikink defect creation events like those

shown in Fig. 6.20. Note that here this burst generates equal amounts of matter

and antimatter; in other cases, self-replication processes can play a role and this

reflection symmetry is broken. Segmented worms emerge at higher Ra as well.

In summary, we have four types of localized structures at large in our system.

These structures, summarized below in Fig. 6.21, increase the dynamical complex-

ity considerably. In crystalline chaotic regime, for example, the defects dominate

but the other structures provide a network of intertwined pathways for transform-

ing one pattern into various others. Throughout the chaotic regime, these struc-

tures provide a set of tools for locally adapting to competition between intrinsic

and imposed features. These structures would not be present in the absence of the
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Figure 6.20: The death of a segmented worm adds new kink and antikink defects

to the patterns.
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Figure 6.21: Zoo of localized structures: (a) Kink Defects, (b) Ringlets, (c) Worms,

and (d) Segmented Worms.

modulation and this is a striking lesson in and of itself: external manipulation of a

self-organizing system can lead to new and unexpected self-organization processes

which enable to the system to dynamically respond.



Chapter 7

Outlook

For one hundred years, fluid convection has served as a paradigm for the study

of spatially extended nonlinear dynamics. But, as our results demonstrate, this

venerable system is still capable of surprising us. Spatially periodic forcing has a

wealth of dramatic consequences for pattern formation out of equilibrium. Earlier,

we reviewed many of the basic questions and literature connected with this subject.

In this chapter, we emphasize opportunities for further investigation.

In general, spatial modulation is not as thoroughly explored and understood as

temporal modulation. Nowhere is this clearer than in the Rayleigh-Benard litera-

ture, where temporal modulation has enjoyed thirty years of theoretical and exper-

imental attention but the foundational theory on spatial modulation was untested

until now. With this in mind, we reformulated Kelly and Pal’s classic treatment

of harmonic resonance and verified experimentally that their approach captures

the essential physics. The situation near and between other resonances remains

unclear, however. Indeed, the full dependence of the various resonance phenomena

on both forcing wavenumber and forcing height should be characterized; the phase

space may prove to be even more complicated that our data indicates so far. Kelly
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and Pal predicted, for example, that oblique roll states precede straight rolls at

onset for a range of forcing wavenumbers. Is this observed in the lab? Is there a

quasiperiodic response away from the resonances, in analogy to the parametrically

forced pendulum?

Near the neutral curve, phase-locking suppresses disorder associated with topo-

logical defects. This is one simple way in which a spatial modulation may be used

to interact with and control chaos. Moving deeper into the balloon, where the

modulated pattern begins its transition to chaos, we find the remarkable new dy-

namical state of crystalline chaos. Our coherent structures analysis of this state

emphasizes the importance of phase-locking, reflection and translational symme-

try breaking, and the idea of crystallization in a soft matter pattern. We learn, in

particular, that frustration of one type of coherent structure may give rise to new

structures, enabling a self-organizing system to develop a dynamic compromise

between intrinsic and imposed designs. We hope that these results help motivate

interest in this rich problem, which is ripe for further investigation. How, for ex-

ample, does crystalline chaos vary with the modulation wavenumber? What is

the formal connection between sine-Gordon solitons and our kink defects? Is our

vision of the pinning of dislocation pairs borne out in generic models?

As emphasized earlier, very little is known about how spatiotemporal chaos

responds to spatially periodic forcing. After this topic is explored in other related

systems, such as electroconvection, Bénard-Marangoni convection, and Taylor-

Couette flow, it may be possible to extract some general lessons. In the meantime,

we have barely scratched the surface. It would be interesting, for instance, to mea-

sure the Lyapunov exponents of the forced patterns and examine the dominant

modes, in analogy to Egolf’s work on spiral defect chaos. Likewise, the varicose in-
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stability of the phase-locked stripes raises questions about the structure and correct

application of the Busse balloon to the forced system. Is this instability expressed

somehow in the steady-state patterns? How is the cross-roll instability affected by

the modulation? Here, as at lower Ra, we may learn a lot simply by repeating the

experiment for different values of the forcing wavenumber and strength.

So far, we have only discussed the opportunities concerning striped forcing of

the classic Rayleigh-Bénard system. Exploration of alternate forcing geometries is

almost certain to reveal an entire catalog of adaptations to externally broken sym-

metries. Annular forcing in a cylindrical cell, for example, may select ring patterns

instead of stripes. Crystalline chaos could not survive this without modification.

Likewise, square or hexagonal forcing scheme would remove the patterns ability

to exploit an unbroken translational symmetry. In light of the interesting work

concerning competition between stripes and hexagons in other systems, reviewed

earlier, the hexagonal forcing problem is laden with possibilities.

Finally, one could easily imagine inclining the convection cell and repeat all of

the above analysis. Inclined layer convection offers a rich phase space of chaotic

patterns [36], which even without forcing are not well-understood. Spatial forcing

will add new layers of complexity. Recent research on inclined layer convection has

focused primarily on defect turbulence [35]. Spatial forcing of defect turbulence

provides an interesting and important extension of our study of defect pinning and

self-organization. Other equally rich possibilities may emerge for other chaotic

states in the inclined layer phase space and these will invite comparison with the

spatially forced spiral defect chaos considered here.
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